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HEBREW-LANGUAGE APPROACHES TO THE GOSPELS
AND THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO SYNOPTIC STUDIES
Hebrew-language origins of the synoptic gospel tradition have been
discussed by church fathers and scholars from the second century on
wards weil into modern times. However, with the rise of critical scholar
ship in the 1 8th and 1 9th century, the traditional assumption of a pre-ca
nonicai Hebrew gospel tradition has been dismissed gradualiy from the
discourse about gospei origins and the synoptic question. The reasons
for this dismissal can briefly be summed up as follows:
1. The rise of the Two-Source-Hypothesis as the most commonly ac
cepted solutioii to the synoptic problem led to a shift of focus from a
possible Hebrew Matthew to the Greek Mark as the oldest written doc
ument ofthe synoptic gospel tradition.
2. The discovery of a growing number of papyri and Greek inscrip
tions from the New Testament era furthered the understanding ofkoine
Greek and disproved the traditional assumption that the linguistic char
acteristics of New Testament Greek were owed to translation from Se
mitic sources.
3. Travels by the Austrian catholic and humanist scholar Johann Wid
mannstadt to the Christian churches of Syria and the subsequent pub
lication ofthe Syriac New Testament (peshitta) in 1555 led to a wide
spread conviction among early bible scholars thatAramaic, not Hebrew,
was the tingua vernacula of Jesus.
4. This assumption was strengthened even more by the thesis, put
forward by German Jewish Scholar Abraham Geiger in 1845, that Mish
naic Hebrew was an artificial language created by the early rabbis, after
Hebrew bad been a dead language for centuries.
5. A growing atmosphere of antisemitisrn and hostility towards He
brew literature and Jewish culture within German scholarship also led
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to a decline of interest in Hebrew and/or Jewish origins ofthe New Tes
tament literamre, while the focus or the early religio-historical schooi
shifted towards the greco-roman culture and language as a milieu of
origin for the gospels.
As a result of these, and other, factors, there has been a widespread
consensus weil into the second half of the past century that the long
held tradition of a pre-canonical Hebrew gospel tradition was a mere
myth created by misinformed church fathers and should be abandoned
completely. Ongoing attempts to find at least some traits oftmth in this
tradition have been met by the scholarly community with either ridicule
or emphatic rejection.
However. over the past decades, some of the basic convictions that
once led to the dismissal of the traditional “Hebrew Gospel“ hypoth
esis have been called into question by new archeological discoveries,
changed paradigms in linguistic studies and alternative approaches to
the synoptic problem. lt therefore seems appropriate today to take a
new look at some of the old problems and open up again some of the
files that have been closed in order to re-evaluate the evidence. Without
doubt, such re-evaluation should not simply be a revival of hypotheses
ofthe past and a repetition ofmistakes that have already been dismissed
for good reasons. However, it could lead to new, refined and more cau
tious approaches by avoiding some of the mistakes of the past while at
the same time embracing their valuable contributions that might have
been laid to rest too early by past generations of scholars)
In this paper, 1 will first try to show why 1 believe, together with
others, that there is sufficient reason to re-evaluate the evidence anew
in view of recent trends and paradigm shifts in biblical, linguistic and
archeological scholarship. Second, 1 will sum up recent discussions
and evidence concerning the use of Hebrew as a spoken and literary
language at the time of Jesus. Third, 1 will suggest that the quest for
possible Hebrew origins of the synoptic tradition can serve as a helpful
methodological tool for the study of synoptic relationships.
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1. Changed parameters and new evidence
1. A new openness of the synoptic question
The synoptic question is more open today than it was fifty years ago.
The traditional acceptance of the “Two source hypothesis“, or its ex
tended version in the form of Streeters “four document hypothesis“ as
the only viable answer to the synoptic problem has for long given way
to a much broader spectrum ofvariations and outright alternatives: As a
matter of fact, the hypothesis had never existed in a unified and unani
mously accepted form from its beginnings: Some assumed a Hebrew or
Aramaic “Q“, some did not. Some assumed an “Ur-Markus“, others not.
Some proposed a “Proto-Lk“, others not. Already In 191$, an analysis of
17 different reconstmctions of“Q“ came to the conclusion that no single
verse of the Gospel of Matthew was included in all 17 of them.2 The
raw, non-narrative and (by definition) non-markan sayings collection
“A“ in Holtzmanns original hypothesis has next to no resemblance to
the “Sayings-Gospel“ ofthe International Q Project which contains not
only a continuous narrative running from the Baptist through the Pas
sion tradition, hut also overlaps with Mark to a large amount.3 Both, in
tum, differ considerably from Matthew Caseys concept of Q as a “con
venient label“ for all sorts of independent sources that were available to
the evangelists partly in Aramaic, partly in Greek.4
Alongside these differing variations and modifications of the tradi
tional Two-Source hypothesis, some of the main alternative approach
es have been worked out more thoroughly over the past decades and
therefore gained new momentum in the debate: William Farmers theory
of Matthean priority, often dubbed as the “Neo-Griesbach“ hypothesis,
and also proposed earlier by Basil Butler and Pierson Parker, has been
laid out in detail by his followers.5 Austin Farrer‘s proposal to “dispense
2 Moffatt, J.:

An Introduction to the Literature ofthe New Testament Edinburgh: T&T

Clark (3. Edition) 1918, 197-202.

Kloppenborg Verbin, J. S.: Excavating Q: The Histoiy and Setting ofthe Sayings
1 This article is an English summary of the main resuits of my German book

He
bräisches Evangelium und Synoptische Überlieferung: Untersuchungen zum hebräi
schen Hintergrund der Evangelien (WUNT 11/312), Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck 2011. 1 am
grateful for Prof. Kaperas invitation to present this summary here. For reasons ofspace,
1 have limited footnotes and bibliographical references throughout the article. For inter
action with primary sources and secondary literature readers may refer to the German
original. However, some more recent literature has been added.

Gospel, Edinburgh: T&T Clark 2000; similar Hultgren, S.: Narrative Elements in the
Double Tradition (BZNW 113), Berlin/New York: Walter de Gruyter 2002.
‘
Casey, M.: An Aramaic approach to Q (SNTS.MS 122), CambridgefNew York:
Cambridge University Press 2002, 2.
Farmer. W.R.: “The Present State ofthe Synoptic Problem“, in: Litera,y Studies in
Luke-Acts: Essays in Honor ofJoseph 3. Tvson, ed. R.P. Thompson et al. Macon: Mer
cer University Press 1998, 11-36. McNicol, A. J. et al, Bevond the Q Impasse: Lukes
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with Q“ has been taken up and further developed by Michael Goulder
and Mark Goodacre.6 In German scholarship, Albert Fuchs‘s proposal
of a Deutero-Mark has found considerable support, albeit not in its in
tended form as an alternative, hut rather as a helpful addition to “Q“.7
More complex theories of “multiple layers“ and “multiple sources“,
as developed by scholars like Pierre-Emile Boismard and Jean Carmi
gnac, and, in different variations, more recently by Philippe Rolland and
Delbert Burkett, have been comrnented as being historically plausible
in a general sense, however at the same time too complex for practical
work on synoptic texts.8 Considerations ofthe extent and impact of oral
tradition on the several stages of literary development add to the com
plexity ofthe issue and have led to even more complex reconstructions
ofthe early gospel tradition.9
The ever growing diversity of approaches and hypotheses leaves no
doubt that the synoptic question is far from settled. lt therefore seems
justified to continue efforts to find new approaches and tools that could
bring to light new aspects ofthe problem and thereby enrich the discus
sion ofthe synoptic problem.

While the general tendency of 1 8th and 1 9th century scholarship was
to separate Jesus and the Gospels from contemporary Jewish literature
and culture, this tendency has been reversed in the second half of the
2Oth century: A majority of scholars are now convinced that any seri
ous study of the historical Jesus must place hirn firmly in the setting of
Second Temple Palestinian Judaism, and only then ask for differences
and discontinuities. The “criterion of difference“, which tried to find
the most authentic straits of the Gospel tradition in places where the
confiict with Judaism was most obvious,10 has been replaced today by
the “criterion of historical context plausibility“, which assurnes high
authenticity especially for those passages that fit into the cultural, re
ligious and linguistic context of $econd Temple JudaismJ Obviously,
both approaches have an element of trnth and should be applied with
mutual reference.
However, for the synoptic question, this important shift of perspec
tives bears significant consequences: For many of the fathers of synop
tic research, the ‘jewishness“ or “non-jewishness“ of synoptic material
was an important heuristic factor for the discernrnent of literary depen
dencies:12 Johann Gottfried Eichhorn, as an example, described the pro
cess of Gospel tradition as follows:
“The original sirnplicity of the Christian teachers, which had lim
ited itself to the essential parts on the life of Jesus and his religious
teachings, was lost soon after, and people began to follow the spirit
ofthe Jewish obsession with details, which the Jews did not abandon
even after they becarne Christians, and they esteerned rninor matters
as important, even as foundational for Christianity“13
Based on this assumption, it was clear for Eichhorn that Mark, as the
shortest and sirnplest Gospel, must have been closest to the Urevange
1juni that stood at the beginning of the Gospel tradition. Many details
and traditions now found in Mt and Lk, however, could be character
ized as later additions “because the Jewish Christians needed them“.14
Christian Hermann Weiße, the earliest proponent of the Two-$ource
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2. A changed perspective on the Jewish setting of the Gospels

Another major shift of paradigms that affects the discussion of syn
optic research has taken place in the field of “historical Jesus“ studies:

Use ofMatthew, Valley forge: Trinity Press International 1996. Peabody, D. B. et al,
One Gospel from Two: Mark Use of Matthew and Luke, Harrisburg: Trinity Press In
ternational 2002. Parker, Pierson: “A Second Look at the Gospel before Mark“, JBL 100
(1981) 389-413. Butler, B. C., The Otiginatitv of St. Matthew, Cambridge/New York:
Cambridge University Press 1951.
6 Farrer, A. M. “On Dispensing with
Q“, in: Studies in the Gospels: Essays in Mcm
oiy ofR.H. Lightfoot, ed. Nineham, D.E., Oxford: Blackwell 1955, 55-88; Goulder, M.
D.: Luke: A New Paradigin. (J$NT.S 20), Sheffield: JSOT Press 1989; Goodacre, M.:
The Synoptic Problem: .4 Way through the Maze, London: Sheffield Acad. Press 2001.
Fuchs, A.: Spuren von Deutemmarkus 1-5 (SNTU.NF 1-5), Münster: LIT 20042007 (cf. esp. Vol. 1 p. 20). Schnelle, U.: Einleitung in das Neue Testament, Göttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht (4. Edition) 2002, 195
8 Boismard, M.: “The Two-Source Theory at an Impasse“, NTS 26 (1980) 1-17;
Carmignac, J.: Recherches sur le ‘Notre Pdre‘, Paris: Editions Letouzey & An 1969;
Rolland, P.:“ANew Look at the Synoptic Question“, EJT8 (1999) 133-144; Burkett,
D.: Rethinking the Gospel Sources: froni Proto-Mark to Mark, New York: T&T Clark
2004.
Riesner, R.: “From the Messianic Teacher to the Gospels of Jesus Christ“, in: Hand
book ofthe Historical Jesus 1, Leiden: Brill 2011, 405-446.

10 Käsemann, E.:“Das Problem des historischen Jesus“,

ZThK 51 (1954) 125-

153:144.
Theissen, G. / Merz, A.: Der historische Jesus: ein Lehrbuch, Göttingen: Vanden
hoeck & Ruprecht (3.) 2001, 117.
12 For an overview, cf Baltes, op.cit. (n. 1), 15 1-155 and 176-194.
13 Eichhorn, J. G.: Über die drei ersten Evangelien. Leipzig: Weidmannische Buch
handlung 1794, 973 (translation mine).
14 ibid., 787.
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hypothesis, employed the criterion of difference even more radically:
For hirn, the priority of Mark was demonstrated quite clearly by the fact
that he “creates the most vivid picture of the enmity between Jesus and
ths scribes and pharisees,“ while the other Synoptics “copy mechanical
ly“ and therefore often weaken this picturei5 For example, while Jesus
sovereignly declares himself Lord over the Sabbath in Mk 2:23-28, the
Matthean parallel presents hirn as “accomodating“ to Jewish law and
custorn, which “deliberately presses hirn below the greatness of spirit
which we find in the historical records“i6 While Mk 9:11-13, accord
ing to Weiße, shows Jesus in clear opposition to the “Jewish messianic
saga“, the Matthean parallel suggests that Jesus “was pedantic enough,
like the scribes of old and modern tirnes, to adhere to the messianic
prophecies ofthe Old Testament in an outward and literal way“.17 Both
instances, for Weiße, testif,‘ to the priority of Mk over Mt.
Bruno Bauer, who popularized the Two-Source hypothesis shortly af
ter, argues in a very similar vein:
“Once it becomes clear that only in Mark‘s Gospel [...] the collision
between the new freedom and the old statutes is steadily progressing
and the superiority ofthis new power is culminating in a final triumph
through ever new revetations, and once it is clear that the Gospels of
Luke and Matthew show only a dim refiection of this harmony, [...]
than it should be obvious that the narrative of Luke and Matthew is
based on [...] the canonical Mark.“18
for Bauer, only the Gospel of Mark clearly speaks the “death sen
tence on the Jewish people“, only here we find the “enrnity of the priv
ileged classes“ and the “final separation from Judaisrn“ fully worked
out.19 This contrast is regularly “weakened“ and “fiattened“ by the other
two Synoptics.2° The non-jewish character of Mark therefore clearly
serves as a criterion of authenticity for Bauer.
Few scholars today would follow, or even are aware of, this line of
thought that permeates the works of early synoptic research. Arguments
from the ‘jewish“ or “non-jewish“ character of synoptic traditions have

disappeared from the discussion, and other textual, linguistic and theo
logical features have moved into the focus today. However, the ques
tion may be asked why the resuits and hypotheses of these early synop
tic researches are still accepted unquestionably today, when it is clear
that some of the main arguments and assumptions they were based on
are dubious, at best, frorn today‘s perspective. As a matter of fact, the
weight of evidence has tumed around in view of the paradigm shifts
within historical Jesus studies described above: If proximity to, or dis
tance from Jewish thought, culture, religion or literature can throw any
light on the question of literary dependencies, than the “criterion ofhis
torical context plausibility“ should be applied as a heuristic criterion: In
any given comparison of differing synoptic variants,‘the line ofassumed
dependencies should run frorn the “most Jewish‘ to the “least Jewish“
variant.21
Within the scholarly debate on the synoptic question, arguments of
this kind have disappeared more or less frorn the discussion since the
beginnings of the 2Oth century. This developrnent was probably a re
sult of an ongoing compartmentalization ofNew Testament scholarship,
where the “literaiy-historical“ school has focused on linguistic analysis
ofthe canonical Gospels and therefore targely ignored Jewish literature
and thought, while the “religio-historical“ school has focused on the re
lations between early Jewish and early Christian literature without ask
ing questions about synoptic relationships. The major scholarly works
on the synoptic problem do not engage in depth with the field of Jewish
studies or with Jewish literature of the Second Temple period. On the
other hand, the major studies on the historical Jesus, whether within the
“Jewish reclamation of Jesus“ or the so-called “Third Quest“, engage
thoroughly with the world and literature of early Judaism, hut in most
cases pragmatically accept the traditional Two-Source hypothesis as a
working model without ever engaging with it any further.
Two notable exceptions to this rule should be mentioned here:22 One
is to be found in the work of the “Jerusalem School of Synoptic Re
search“, initiated by David Flusser and Robert Lindsey, and inspiring
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15 Weiße, C. H.: Die evangelische
Geschichte, kritisch und philosophisch bearbeitet.
Erster Band, Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härte! 1838, 70.
16 ibid., 484-485 (translation mine).
17 ibid., 546 (translation mine).
Bauer, B.: Kritik der Evangelien und Geschichte ihres Ursprungs, Berlin: Hempet
1851 (Reprint Aalen: Scientia 1983), Vol. 11:59.
19 ibid., 68.73-74.
20 ibid., Vot. 1:261; Vol. 11:8,115,121.

21 This does not exclude the possibility that traditions can be “re-judaized“ in a later
stage of literary development, e.g. in view of a more Jewish audience or as an “ac
comodation“ to surrounding Jewish cutture. However, this should not be the standard
assumption as it has been in ear!ier research.
22 A more detailed assessment of different approaches to the synoptic question and
their interaction with the Jewish historical setting of the Gospel tradition can be found
in Baltes, op. cit. (n.1), p. 197-220.
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the work of other Jewish and Christian scholars in Jerusalem and be
yond. Here, the study ofthe synoptic problem is closely intertwined not
only with linguistic study of Hebrew and Aramaic literature, but also
with historical study of the wider Jewish context, especially with the
world ofproto-rabbinic Judaism.23 Though the views of scholars within
the school vary in respect to the synoptic hypotheses preferred, Flusser
and Lindsey agreed with the observations ofearlier synoptic researchers
that the Gospels of Luke and Matthew are very often closer connected
to Jewish culture and thought, while Mark shows less familiarity. They
also obseiwed that, in terms of language, Mark‘s Greek style betrays
less inftuence from Hebrew interference than that of Matthew and Luke.
Therefore, they reversed the conclusions of the early researchers and
suggested a model of synoptic relations in which Luke is the oldest
of the canonical gospels and was used by Mark, who in tum was used
by Matthew, while all three are also dependent on an earlier narrative
source, probably written in the Hebrew language.
In a similar vein, Jean Carmignac suggested an approach to the
synoptic question through the lens of Jewish literature, however with
a stronger focus on the literature from Qumran, his field of expertise.
Unfortunately, his plans to write a “commentary on the New Testament
from the texts of Qumran“ as weil as a major work 011 his synoptic theö
never materialized due to his untimely death in 1986. However, in
1984 he presented a temporary working hypothesis, in which, quite sim
ilar to Lindsey‘s hypothesis, the Gospel of Luke features as the earliest
ofthe three canonical Gospels and served as a source for the other two,
while all three depended 011 earlier Hebrew documents of proto-mar
kan, deutero-markan and proto-matthean shape.25 His theories on syn
optic relationships, as well as his research on the Hebrew background
ofthe New Testament, is based on the work of earlier French collegues,
most notably Marie-Joseph Lagrange, Lon Vaganay and Marie-Emile
Boismard. However, Carmignac went beyond their scope of work in

integrating not only linguistic study on the texts themselves, but also
a broader view 011 the historical Jewish context of the New Testament,
including concepts of thought, culture and realia, in the attempt to re
constmct the development ofthe synoptic tradition.26
The synoptic theories of Flusser, Lindsey and Carmignac have not
found much support within the scholarly community. However, even if
one does not agree with their specific resuits: their approach can defi
nitely serve as a model for synoptic research in the future, especially
in the light of the shift of perspectives described at the beginning of
this section. The criterion of “historical (Jewish) context plausibilty“,
as suggested by Theissen for the field of historical Jesus studies, has be
come indispensable for that field. However, it still rehiains strangely ab
sent from the field of synoptic studies until today. Most contributions to
the discussion focus instead on arguments from word frequency, word
order, arrangement of material, narrative stmctures, redactio-historical
considerations and linguistic features. While all these methods doubt
less have their value, many of them are highly susceptible to circular
reasoning, a critique that has been voiced repeatedly from all sides of
the discussion by proponents of all synoptic models alike.
The approaches to the synoptic question from interaction with He
brew literature and the Jewish historical context, however, add evidence
from outside to the discussion and therefore can help as a helpful cor
rective and addendum to the other tools. If researchers on the synoptic
questions could agree that, generally speaking, synoptic variants that
fit in weh with the context of first-century Palestinian Judaism have a
higher probability of going back to pre-canonical tradition than those
that do not, then an additional heuristic tool would be available to enrich
the discussion. Scholars applying this tool might even come to quite
different conclusions than Flusser, Lindsey, Carmignac or others. How
ever, what concerus us here is not the results and conclusions, but the
methodology.
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3. A new openness of the linguistic question
If the Jewish setting of the early synoptic tradition is to be incor
porated into the methodology of synoptic research, then the question of

26 An early insight into his working method can be found in his study ofthe Lord‘s

prayer: Carmignac, op. cit. (n.8). However, in this study Carmignac deliberately leaves
aside synoptic considerations due to the paucity ofmaterial (cf p. 361).
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language comes into play: Although we have a good number of Greek
Jewish literature from the New Testament era at hand, the ciosest and
most relevant parallels are to be found in the rabbinic literature and the
Dead Sea scrolls. Synoptic studies that seek interaction with these cor
pora of literature therefore will necessarily be cross-lingual: The Greek
texts of the Gospel tradition have to be compared with the Hebrew and
Aramaic Texts from Rabbinic and Qumran literature. Researchers ofthe
past have therefore frequently employed approaches that use retrover
sion of Greek texts into Ararnaic or Hebrew as a tool for study. The term
retmversion is purposefully chosen in more recent study over against
the older term reconstruction, because the primaly aim is not, as it had
been in older studies, to reconstruct a historical “original source“ or
even the “ipsissima vox“ ofthe historical Jesus: The aim is rather to find
a plausible Semitic equivalent for the present Greek text, solely for the
purpose of interaction with other Semitic texts of the era.
However, there is a point of disagreement on the question which Se
mitic language should be chosen for this type of approach: Should it
be the spoken vernacular of Jesus and his Jewish contemporaries, be
cause this is where the oral Gospel tradition originated in the first place?
Should it rather be the literary language of Jewish texts of the period,
because this would be the language that would have been chosen for
early written Semitic sources, if they ever existed? Or should it rather
be the respective language type of the literature aimed at for compar
ison (e.g. Palestinian or Babylonian Aramaic for comparison with the
respective Targums, Postbiblical Hebrew for comparison with the Dead
Sea Scrolls, Mishnaic Hebrew for interaction with Rabbinic literature)?
In either of the two first options, the question of language choice is
heavily debated: What exactly was the Jewish vernacular in the land of
Israel during the Second Temple period, if there was any unified one?
And which language would an early (Jewish-)Christian writer choose if
he wanted to put Jesus tradition a written form?
The early fathers of synoptic research, from Lessing (1776) to Holtzmann (1863), did not study the matter intensely, but worked instead with
the traditional assumption that the “syro-aramaic“ language, known
from the Peshitta, was the mother tongue of Jesus and therefore the most
probable language for any assumed Semitic sources like the “Hebrew
Matthew“, the “logia source“ or “Ur-Mark“. The most extensive study
of the question, available to them at that time, had been presented by

Heinrich Friedrich Pfannkuche in y79g27 However, Pfannkuches main
purpose was to prove that a Sernitic language, as opposed to Greek, was
the “Jewish national language“ at the time of Jesus. He therefore did not
engage veiy thoroughly with linguistic differences between Hebrew and
Ararnaic, and even less with the question of their respective dialects.
Since he worked with the a priori assurnption that Hebrew had been a
dead language since the time of the Babylonian exile, all evidence for
Sernitic language use in later times was counted by hirn as evidence for
Ärarnaic language use: Accordingly, he presented Hebrew coins from
the Jewish revolt (which he dated into the Maccabean era) as an exam
ple for Ararnaic language use. Josephus‘ remark (An, 20.264) that wise
men ofhis time were able to interpret (pnivii&ct) the Holy scriptures
was for hirn a proof for the existence of written ‘Targum. Place narnes
with “Beth, Caphar und En ()“ are interpreted indiscriminately as ev
idence for Ararnaic language use.28 This monolingual approach, typical
for the era of early critical biblical schotarship, was further supported
half a century tater by Abraham Geiger‘s thesis that Mishnaic Hebrew
was an artificiat language created by the Rabbis ofthe tannaitic era and
therefore Hebrew could not have been a spoken language during the
Second Ternple period.29 German scholars readily accepted this ap
proach because the idea of a “dead Hebrew language“ fitted weil with
the idea ofa dead, or at least dying, Judaism or “late Judaism“, the term
coined by Welihausen around the end ofthis cra.
Serious criticai scholarship on the Aramaic language began with the
works of Gustav Dalrnan.30 Unlike his predecessors, Dalman did not
focus on the Christian Syriac language but rather on Jewish Palestinian
Äramaic as found in the Targums. On the opening pages ofhis “Words
of Jesus“, Dalman surnrned up the evidence that led hirn to the conclu
sion that Ararnaic, and Aramaic only, was the Jewish vernacular at the
tirne ofJesus:31
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The “high antiquity“ of the targum custom.32
The lexical Aramaisms in Josephus and the New Testament
The use ofAramaic in the temple, according to later sources33
The use ofAramaic in older strata ofrabbinical iiterature34
The use ofAramaic in legal documents (e.g. Ketubot)
The change of script
The artificial character ofMishnaic Hebrew
The use of 43pctt for Aramaic in Josephus and the NT

sumed hebraizing sources at least for parts of the Lucan special tradi
tion.40
Whiie part ofthe early Catholic preference for Hebrew ianguage was
owed to other factors,41 the main reason for a renewed interest in pos
sible Hebrew (as against Aramaic) origins of the Gospel tradition was
the emergence of new evidence and changed parameters in the course
ofthe 2Oth century. Many ofthe assurnptions ofDalman and other early
scholars ofAramaic were called into question by ongoing research and
new discoveries, so that today the question of language use at the time
ofJesus is far more open to discussion than it was a hundred years ago.42
Some of the factors that have changed the debate will be mentioned
here:

As will be seen, many of these assumptions are outdated from today‘s
perspective. This fact is largely due to the discovery of new text corpora
and ongoing progress in linguistic research. However, with the data and
texts available at Dalman‘s time, the conclusion seemed inevitable that
only Aramaic could be assumed as a spoken language at the time of
Jesus and as a written language for early Semitic Gospel sources. This
conclusion was widely received by New Testament scholars, both those
that were interested in the “ipsissima vox“ ofthe historical Jesus as weil
as those who were interested in pre-canonical Gospel sources.35
However, a good number of scholars have continued to work with the
assumption of Hebrew language as a possible linguistic background of
the Gospel tradition. Aiready in the 1 9th centuiy, Alfred Resch bad put
together a meticulous study ofcanonical and extracanonical Gospel tra
dition, agrapha and textuat variants in order to reconstruct precanonicat
Hebrew Gospel sources.36 The assumption of Hebrew sources remained
prominent in German and French Catholic scholarship,37 but also in
Scandinavia38 as weil as among the newly emerging Judaic scholarship
and Jewish-Christian dialogue in the Land of Israel.39 Others have as
32 “...represented already in the second century after Christ as very ancient“.

e.g. mSheq 5:3 and 6:5, ySot 24b.
34 e.g. Megitlat Ta‘anit.
For an overview ofthe work of Meyer, Zahn, Weilhausen, Torrey, Bumey, Black,
Jeremias, Beyer, fitzmyer, Zimmermann, Schwarz and Casey, cf Baltes, op. cit. (n.J),
15-44 and other bibliographical summaries cited there.
36 Resch, A.: Aussercanonische Paralleliexte zu den Evangelien (TU 10, 1-5). Leip
zig: Hinrichs 1893-1897.
for an overview ofthe works ofGerman Catholic biblical scholars Hermann-Jo
seph Ciadder and Georg Aicher, German Orientalist Hubert Grimme, as weIl as French
Catholic scholars Boismard, Carmignac, Rolland, Van Cangh and Toumpsin, cf. Baltes,
op. cit. (n.l), 50-67.
38 Notably Harald Sahlin and Harns Birkeland. cf. ibid, 53-59.
Notably Jehoshua M. Grintz, David Flusser, Samuel Safrai, Malcolm Lowe, Rob

a) New textual evidence

At the time ofDalman, little textual evidence for the use ofeitherAr
amaic or Hebrew during the $econd Temple cra was available. As two
prominent Aramaic scholars of our time have put it:
“The position ofAramaic in our period was long a somewhat ironic
one. The central importance of the language was universally recog
nized, and rnany scholars [...] supposed it to be the $emitic vemacular
of Palestine to the virtual exclusion of Hebrew; yet actual texts in
Aramaic from our period have until recently been very scanty.“43
“Between the finaL redaction of Daniel (ca. 165 B.C.), in which
roughly six chapters arc written in Aramaic, and the first rabbinical
writings, Mgillat Ta(anit, dating frorn the end of the first Christian
cenfliry, there had never been much evidence of the use of Aramaic

ert Lindsey, Brad Young, Randall Buth. Cf. ibid., 56-67.
Harald Sahlin, Adolf Schlatter, Eduard Schweizer, Raymond Martin, Stephen Far
ris, Rainer Riesner and James R. Edwards. Cf. ibid. 64-68.
Some of there include: a) a stronger emphasis on traditio-historical interaction
with OId Testament texts rather than contemporary Jewish literature; b) a more confi
dent reception ofthe patristic traditions about a “Hebrew Gospel“; c) the “anti-modem
ist“ course ofthe papal see which prevented Catholic scholars from fully embracing the
conclusions of (mainly) protestant critical scholarship ofthe time, including hypotheses
ofAramaic sources that had been prevalent in early synoptic research.
42 for a recent in-depth study of many ofthe issues discussed here, cf. Buth/Notley
(n.23).
Barr, J.: “Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek in the Hellenistic Age.“ in: The Cambridge
Histoiy ofiudaisin (ed. W.D. Davies and L. Finkelstein; Cambridge: Universiy Press
1989), 79-114: 91.
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e.g. mSheq 5:3 and 6:5, ySot 24b.
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in Palestine prior to the discovery of the Qumran scrolls and frag
ments.“44
This situation changed dramaticaliy in the course ofthe 2Oth century:
Ancient copies of Ben Sira and the Damascus Docurnent, though dating
to later centuries, were the first tangible evidence of Semitic literature
from the post-biblical era. However, both were composed in Hebrew,
not Aramaic. The finds from Qumran, and later from other locations in
the Judean Desert, then fully revolutionized our picture ofJewish liter
ature and culture of the Second Temple era. In terms of language use,
these finds enhanced our understanding of the deveiopment of Hebrew
as weil as Aramaic. They also bridged the gap that existed between late
biblical Hebrew/Aramaic and early Rabbinic Hebrew/Aramaic litera
ture, although they also make it clear that no simple line of linear devel
opment can be drawn.
However, in summary, it can be said with confidence that at the turn
ofthe 2lst century it is no longer a matter of debate that Hebrew andAr
amaic both were used as a language ofreligious literature weil into the
end of the Second Temple era. As a matter of fact, the vast majority of
extant ilterature from that era, according to one recent estimate around
80 Percent,45 was written in Hebrew, not in Aramaic. Any hypothesis of
pre-canonical Gospel sources therefore should include considerations
about a possible Hebrew language form ofthese sources.
In addition to the new literary finds, also the amount of epigraphical
and other non-literary material has multiplied in the course of the past
century: While the “Corpus Inscriptionum Judaicarum“ (CIJ), published
1952, listed a total of 533 Jewish Inscriptions from the area ofPalestine,
its successor, the “Corpus Inscriptionum Iudaeae et Palaestinae“ (CIIP)
projects a total of 10.000 inscriptions.46 Unfortunately, the CIIP still

remains unfinished, so currently there is rio comprehensive catalogue
of epigraphical finds from the land of Israel. However, data can be col
lected from a number of separate publications, catalogues, excavation
reports, textbooks and dictionaries to form a reasonably comprehensive
picture of language use in non-literary texts: An examination of about
2300 extant inscriptions and documents, dating from around 100 B.C.E
to 135 C.E., has brought the following results:47
Around 1400 (60%) of these texts were written in Jewish script (i.e.
either Hebrew or Aramaic), while 680 (30%) were written in Greek.
Ofthe 1400 Semitic samples, the majority (870) were too short to be
identified as Hebrew or Aramaic, many of them beaing only a name or
indiscemable letter combinations. Of the remaining 530, another 179
have no identifiable Hebrew or Aramaic features apart from the use of
n:Iri or iwt/nri in the patronym.48 This feature, however is not
very reliable for identification oflanguage use: The use ofi in names
had become so conventional that it frequently appears in Hebrew liter
ary and non-literary contexts. lt therefore does not reveal reliable in
formation about the language of the inscription, its maker or the person
carrying the name. Only 323 of the 2300 inscriptions and non-literary
documents in “Jewish script“ therefore have reasonable clear grammat
ical or lexical features to identify them as Hebrew or Aramaic: 176 of
these are written in Aramaic, 147 in Hebrew.49
One last piece of textual evidence is the Jewish coinage during the
Second Temple period. Here, the weight of evidence is quite clearly on
the Hebrew side: All Jewish coins of this period were inscribed in He
brew and written in Paleo-Hebrew script, except for one series minted
by Alexander Jannai in 78 B.C.E., which bore an Aramaic inscription in
square script.5°
In sum, the textual basis for the debate on language use in Jewish
Palestine has broadened considerably over the past century. Many as
sumptions of early scholarship conceming the exclusive use ofAramaic

fitzmyer, J.A.: “The Languages ofPaiestine in the first Centuiy A.D.“ (1970). in:
idem, A Wandering Aramaean: Collected Aramaic Essays (Missoula: Scholars Press,
1979), 29-56:39.
Poirier, J. C. “The Linguistic Situation in Jewish Palestine in Late Antiquity“,
Journal of Graeco-Roman Christianity and Judaism 4 (2007) 55-134:69. The figure,
according to Poirier, is based on an estimate that excludes the biblical texts.
46 Kannah M. Cotton, Leah Di Segni, Werner Eck et al.,
Corpus Inscriptionum Iii
daeae/Palestinae. (Berlin/New York, de Grnyter, 2010-2014). Volumes 1-3 have been
published to date. The introduction to Volume 1.1 (p. v-xii) gives an updated overview
ofthe layout and scope ofthe whole project. Even ifit is taken into account that the CI1P
includes Jewish as weil as Non-]etvish inscriptions, as weil as a wider geographical area
(inciuding the Arab peninsula), the difference in numbers shows the enormous progress
in epigraphical research over the past decades.
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Cf. Baltes, G.: „The Use of Hebrew and Aramaic in Epigraphic Sources of the

New Testament Era“, in: The language environment of First century Judaea (JCP 26),
ed. Buth, R. / Notley, 5. A., Leiden: Brill 2014, 35-65.
48 123 ofthese used an “Aramaic“, 56 a “Hebrew“ patronym.
“ 21 are probably bilingual, containing Hebrew as weil as Aramaic parts. Ofthe 69
bilingual Greek-Semitic texts, 16 are Greek-Aramaic and 14 Greek-Hebrew.
50 Naveh, ].: On Sherd and Papyrus, Jerusalem: Magnes Press 1992, p. 23, assumes
that Alexander Jannai had political reasons to deviate from the convention for this one
series ofcoins.
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have been challenged by the new material. On the other hand, the classi
fication ofHebrew as a “dead language“ can no longer be upheld against
the evidence from literary, epigraphical and documentary sources:

as prime evidence for bis assumption thatAramaic bad replaced Hebrew
as the Jewish vernacular. Pfannkuche, in bis earlier study, bad dated
the written Targums as early as the time of Philo.53 Dalman was more
cautious with regard to written Targums, however he assumed that oral
targum was already a regular part of synagogal life at the time of Jesus,
“because visitors ofthe synagogue would not have understood the Re
brew text“.54 He nevertheless used the language of Targum Onkelos as
a model for the spoken language at the time of Jesus.
Ongoing targumic andAramaic studies ofthe 2Oth century, however,
The written
have shed a different light on alt of these assumptions:
Targumim today are dated to the third century or later. The origins of
oral targum are still being debated, however it is gererally assumed that
the custom originated after the end of the Bar Kochba revolt. In addi
tion, the function of targum is being viewed differently today: While
early researchers assumed that the main purpose oftargum was transla
tion, today the function ofexegetical expansion is seen as the main fo
cus ofthe custom. Therefore, the custom oftargum, ifit existed already
in the New Testament era, can no longer serve as an indicator ofHebrew
language competence in the Second Temple period.
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Literary texts:
Ossuary inscriptions:
Tnscribed ostraca:
Other inscriptions:
Letters:
Documentaiy texts:
Other non-literary texts:
Coins:

20 % Aramaic. 80% Hebrew
25 Aramaic, 16 Hebrew
19 Aramaic, 7 Hebrew
25 Aramaic, 17 Hebrew
l4Aramaic, 22 Hebrew
$5 Aramaic, 33 Hebrew
8 Aramaic, 52 Hebrew
All but one series in Hebrew

Although statistics can never reflect the complexity of historical real
ities, they still can help develop a more balanced view ofthe language
situation. While Hebrew seems to have been the dominant language for
religious literature and matters of national identity (coins, military let
ters), Aramaic seems to have been more prevalent in administrative, fi
nancial andjudicial contexts (supply lists, legal documents, bilts, deeds
etc.), however none to the exclusion of the other. Traditional assump
tions about geographical51 or social distribution52 oflanguages are not
reftected in the epigraphicat data.
b) The date andJunction oftlie targurnic custorn
In his 1898 summary, Dalman tisted the “ancient custom“ of targurn
51 The often assumed preference for Aramaic in Galilee or for Hebrew in Judea
cannot be based on the archeological evidence, since 322 nut of 323 relevant samples
(je. those that can be classified as being Hebrew or Aramaic on grammatical or lex
ical grounds) were found in Judea. The on]y exception is an Aramaic Jar inscription
from Jeleme. All other Aramaic (and Hebrew) inscriptions from Galilee date to a period
after 135 C.E. lfplace names within inscriptions are taken into consideration, the pic
ture becomes even more complex. Those that mention place names from the north of
the countiy are written in Hebrew without exception: four mention “Galileans“, three
“Bet-Sheanites“ and one possibly a “Gadarene“. On the other hand, the only southem
place name (“Bet Alon“) appears in an Aramaic inscription. Therefore, the place names
in fact contradict the traditional assumption. for details cf Baltes, op. ci!. (n.47), 63.
52 The popular assumption that Hebrew was the language of the “leamed“, while
Aramaic was the language ofthe “masses“ cannot be verified from the epigraphic data,
since we do not know enough about the sociat reality of those who stand behind the
inscriptions and documents. However, since most ofthe epigraphic material comes from
upper social strata, we can conclude that both languages were used here.
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c) Lexical Semitisms in the New Testament
“Lexical Aramaisms“ are listed by Dalman as evidence for the exclu
sive use ofAramaic as Jewish vernacular at the time of Jesus, and bis as
sessment was repeated by many scholars afterwards. However, many of
the various lists oflexical Sernitisms suffered from a one-sided analysis
ofthe material: many ofthem listed any Semitism as an Aramaism, sim
Pfannkuche, op. ci!., 424, based on a remark in VitMos 2,26.
Dalman, op. ci!. (n.31), 1-2.
Kaufman, S. A.: “Dating the Language ofthe Palestinian Targums and their Use in
the Study of Eirst Century CE Texts“, in: The Aramaic Bible: Targums in their Histor
ical Context (JSOT.S 166), ed. Beattie, D.R.G. / McNamara, M.J., Sheffield: Sheffield
Academic Press 1994, 118-141:122; Safrai, Z.: “The Origins of Reading the Aramaic
Targum in Synagogue“, in: The New Testament and Christian-Jewish Dialogue. Studies
in Honor of David fh,sser (Immanuel 24/25), ed. Lowe, M., Jerusalem: ETRFI 1990.
187-193: 189 and idem: “The Targums as Part of Rabbinic Literature“, in: The Litera
tore ofthe Sages. Second Part: Midrash and Targum, Liturgg Poetl3‘, Mysticism, Con
tracis, tnscriptions, Äncient Science and the Languages ofRabbinic Literature (CRINT
2.3b), ed. Safrai, S. et al. Assen: Van Gorcum 2006, 243-278; Machiela, D. A.: “He
brew, Aramaic, and the Differing Phenomena ofTargum and Translation in the Second
Temple Period and Post-Second Temple Period“, in: The language environment offirst
centw3‘Jndaea (JCP 26), ed. Buth, R. /Notley, Steven A. Leiden: Brill 2014, 209-246.
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ply based on the assessment of Hebrew as a dead language.56 No serious
effort was made to ask whether a specific lexical Semitism could also be
derived from the Hebrew language, or if such a derivation could even be
more probable. Today, with much better and more specific lexica avail
able for either ofthe two languages, this task needs to be re-adressed:
.the way in which clairns are sometimes made for the Aramaic
substratum of the sayings of Jesus, when the evidence is merely ‚Se
mitic‘ in general, or worse, still, derived from some other Semitic
language, e.g. Hebrew, should no longer be countenanced.“57

and 1.ewct can be derived frorn both languages, but their equiv
alents are much more common in Hebrew than in Aramaic. ci&33cnc is
a special case: lt has equivalents in Hebrew as weil as in Aramaic, how
ever even in Aramaic contexts, the term remains a Hebrew Ioanword,
since the root remains Hebrew nw, while the Aramaic verb for “rest“
is •6l for the words 5aI3f3i, tf33ouvi,
ccfcx, ctj33x, tcq.uov, 7tou,
GcLtavä, icopf3v,
ivft, Gärov, equivalents can be found in He
brew as well as Aramaic language. for the word
an equivalent can
be found in biblical Hebrew, however it is not yet used in a derogatory
sense as in Mt 5:22. The derogatory use can however be found in later
Aramaic and Hebrew literature.
Arguments for the Aramaic or Hebrew character of the words in
question are often made from morphological rather than lexicai obser
vations: Thus, the word ending -ct is ftequently interpreted as an Ara
maic status emphaticus. However, the transliterations ofthe LXX show
that the final -a was frequently used in transliterations ofHebrew terms,
even where it has rio equivalent in the Hebrew morphology. lt is there
fore no conclusive evidence for either Aramaic or Hebrew language.
In sum, the lexical Semitisms ofthe New Testament do not support the
claim that Aramaic was more common than Hebrew as a spoken or writ
ten language at the time of Jesus. To the contrary, they more frequently
have their origin in the Hebrew than in the Aramaic language.
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.many Semitisms can be classified as Aramaisms, only ifArama
je is the basic, ifnot the sole, Semitic influence upon a given writer or
speaker. But this is precisely what can no longer be assumed.“58
My own preliminary re-evaluation ofthe lexical Semitisms contained
in the Gospel tradition, based on an even comparison with the most re
cent lexica of both Hebrew and Aramaic, yields the fotlowing results:59
The only lexical Semitism that can only be Aramaic is the word t&tOct
in the phrase r&tOcc icouji, which renders the whole phrase as Aramaic.
For the exclamation expccOc.t, a derivation from Hebrew is more plausi
ble than one from Aramaic. For the quote from Psalm 22 on the cross,
the case is cornplicated, because the phrase is rendered differently in
different synoptic and textual variants, some ofwhich relate to Aramaic
and some to Hebrew.60 Sernitic equivalents for the words ttfv, boxw,
e3o‘7, vvcL, otiaco, and f3to can be found in bib
lical Hebrew, but not in Judean Aramaic. Some appear in later Aramaic
literature, but there they apparently still function as Hebrew loanwords.
56 Cf. Schwarz, G.: Und Jesus sprach‘.
Untersuchungen zur aramäischen Urgestalt
der Worte Jesu (BWANT 118), Stuttgart: Kohlhammer 1985. Schwarz lists 30 lexical

Aramaisms and 2 lexical Hebraisms, however he includes words like “2 in his list of
Aramaic-only words.
Fitzmyer, J. A. “The Study of the Aramaic Background of the New Testament“,
reprinted in: idem, A WanderingAramaean, Missoula: Scholars Press 1979, 1-27:5.
58 Voelz, J. W.: „The Language ofthe New Testament“, in: ANRW 11:25.2, ed. Haa
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D.N.: “Greek Transliterations of Hebrew, Aramaic and Hebrew/Aramaic Words in the
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d) Evidence of language usefrom rabbinical literature
Items 3-5 in Dalman‘s list all refer to the use ofAramaic in rabbinic
liturgy: Aramaic language is used in historical references to temple liter
ature, in early strata ofrabbinical literature (e.g. Megillat Taanit) and in
legal documents (e.g. ketubot). This, in itself, is evidence for the use of
Aramaic in New Testament times. However, it does not exclude the use
of Hebrew in other spheres of life. Obviously, other early strata of rab
binic literature have been transmitted in Hebrew.62 In fact, the Aramaic
parts within the early strata ofrabbinic literature are the exception to the
rule. And, what is more, they do not represent the kind of genres that
are relevant for the gospel tradition. When we turn instead to the genres
61 Cf. Buth, R. / Pierce, C.: “Hebraisti in Ancient Texts: Does
‘E3paiGti Ever Mean

‘Aramaic‘?“, in: The language environ,nent of First centuly Judaea (JCP 26), ed. Buth,
Randall / Notley, Steven A. Leiden: Brill 2014, 66-109:81-82 and 85-87.
62 ketubot seem to have been issued in both languages, depending
on local custom in
different geographical traditions (mKet 4,12).
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of rabbinic parables and halakhic diseussion, which feature much more
prominently in the gospel tradition, both are transmitted in Hebrew lan
guage, even within Aramaic literary contexts, in the case of parables
this even exclusively so.63 As was already seen from the epigraphic
evidence, language use seems to have been a matter of situative choice
rather than mere capability: Aramaic seems to have been more appropri
ate in some contexts and for some genres, while Hebrew was for others.
We even find, in rabbinic literature, examples of deliberate
code-switching between the two languages: Thus, the sage Shimon ben
Shetah is depicted as switching from Aramaic to Hebrew in the middle
ofconversations (bBer 19a and 48a), in both cases at a point when the
topic changed towards halakhic issues. Other examples of code-switch
ing involve situations where Sages switch to Hebrew because they
adress a different person in the midst ofconversation: In all cases, these
persons are local and less educated people (bNed 66b, bMeg 1 8b and
bRHSh 26b). Even if these traditions do not necessarily reflect historical
events, they still are evidence for a farniliarity with phenornena ofdelib
erate code-switching between Aramaic and Hebrew. A later dicturn of
Joseph ofBeth Guvrin (3rd c. C.E.) reflects a language diversity in the
land of Israel that is defined by function and genre rather than geograph
ical preference or educational status.64 And the fierce Opposition in a
saying ascribed to Juda Ha-Nasi against the use ofAramaic in the Land
of Israel (bSot 49b und bBQ 82b—$3a) might weil reflect a situation at
the end ofthe 2nd century C.E., in which Hebrew was still in use as a
living language among the sages, while Aramaic had become more and
more predominant. In sum, the early strata ofrabbinic literature do not
reflect a monolingual Ararnaic environment for the late Second Temple
period in Israel.

modern Judaism. The presumed use of an Ararnaic “vernacular“ in the
synagogues of the $econd Temple period for hirn was a useful analo
gy for his campaign to introduce the German vernacular into the syna
gogues of his own time. However, his hypothesis has not stood the test
of time. As early as 190$, and then later in his Grammar of Mishnaic
Hebrew (1927), Moshe Segal concluded from sorne ofthe distinctive
features of Mishnaic Hebrew that a spoken dialect must have been the
basis of the formation of this specific form of literaiy Hebrew.65 The
later discoveries of the Bar Kochba letters, the Copper Scroll (3Q15)
and the Halakhic letter 4QMMT have verified his hypothesis. Today, it
can safely be said that the existence of a spoken, prqto-mishnaic diaiect
of Hebrew, commonly called “Middle Hebrew“, is a communis opinio
in the world ofHebrew linguistic scholarship.66
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fl Termsfor “Hebrew“ and “Aramaic“ in Greek Jewish Literature

Item no. 7 in Dalman‘s list is the assurnption still widely held in
scholarship today that ancient Greek authors, including the New Tes
tament writers, did not distinguish between Aramaic and Hebrew when
they used the terms ‘Ef3pcLt, ‘El3paYoti, or ‘EpaK1. This assumption
has become so common that it found its way into the standard definition
of the term f3pc in the BDAG lexicon, and even some modern bible
translations translate the term with “Ararnaic“ in places like Acts 21:40;
26:14 or Joh 19:17. However, these clairns have mostly been based on
the a priori assumption that Hebrew was not in use at this tirne and
therefore the temi f3pu‘( must mean Aramaic in these contexts as well
as in Philo and Josephus. A dose examination of all relevant Greek liter
ature of the period shows that the term ‘Epcif, ‘Ef3pa‘inti and ‘E3paYK1j
are never used anywhere to denote Aramaic language,67 and that other

e) The artficial character of Mishnaic Hebrew

Itern no. 6 in Dalman‘s list, the claim of an artificial character of
Mishnaic Hebrew, was based on an earlier thesis of Abraham Geiger
(1845) who stood at the forefront ofthe German Jewish Reform move
ment. Geiger attempted to prove that Hebrew was never used as a litur
gical language in early Judaism and therefore should also not be used in

63 Eg. the Hebrew parables employed in the midst of an Aramaic discussion in
bla‘an 5b; bBQ 6Db.
64 ySot 7,2/3 (21c), ed. Schäfer/Becker 111:120

65 Segal, M. H. “Mishnaic Hebrew and its Relation to Biblical Hebrew and Arama
ic“,JQR 20(1908-09)647-737; Segal, M. H.: A GrammarofMishnaicHebrew, Oxford:
Ciarendon Press 1927.
66 Nebe, W. “Neologismen im rabbinischen Hebräisch am Beispiel der Bildung des
Infinitivus constmctus qal der Verben 1
in: Vom Nil an die Saale. FS Arafat
Mustafa (Hallesche Beiträge zur Orientwissenschaft 42/2006), ed. Drost-Abgarjan, A.
et al. Halle: Orientalisches Institut der Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg
2008, 243-300:245-246. Cf. Bar-Asher, M.: “Mishnaic Hebrew: An Introductory Sur
vey“, in: Safrai et al, op. cii. (n.55), 567-596; fassberg, S. E.: „Which Semitic Language
Did Jesus and Other Contemporaiy Jews Speak?“, CBQ 74 (2012) 263-280.
67 Two passages are often being quoted here (Ant 1:33 and 3:252). However, in both
cases the transcriptions in question are not unambiguously Aramaic, cf. Buth/Pierce, op.
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terms like uptcrf, ptccici or X&öactt were used consistently by
ancient authors to distinguish Hebrew from Aramaic language.68 The
same can be shown for the terminology of the early church fathers, es
pecially the much-debated quote ofBishop Papias.69

This observation is to be supplemented by the fact that for some spe
cific idioms and wordplays in the Gospel tradition a Hebrew language
background is much more plausible than an Aramaic one: The phrases
f3 irn7.cicc rv opvv and otp iccd xTtct are not attested in Aramaic lit
erature, but common in Hebrew. To be more specific, they only became
common in Post-Biblical and Mishnaic Hebrew. The same is true for the
periphrastic construction, which is rare in Biblical Hebrew, Classical
Greek and Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, but very frequent in Mishnaic
Hebrew. The specific semantic nuances of the terms
pc43o? (hebr.
7W?) as “story parable“ and tKuto15vi1 (hebr. i7r) as “almsgiving“,
both found in the Gospels, are attested neither in Bibical Hebrew nor in
Aramaic, but again are frequent in Rabbinic Hebrew. Wordplays based
cm the names of ‘hino (Mt 1,21) and Htpo (Mt 16:18) only work
in Hebrew,73 as well as a possible wordplay on the terms “sons“ and
“stones“ behind Mt 3:9/Lk 3:8 and Mt 21:38.43. Grintz,75 Edwards76
and Notley77 have compiled more extended iists of similar idiomatic
Hebraisms.
In conclusion, it can be said that the evidence adduced at the begin
ning ofthe 2Oth centuiy to support a monolingual, Aramaic-only model
of sociolinguistic realities in the Land of Israel at the time of Jesus has
been reversed by more recent scholarship in the fields of archeological,
historical, philological and linguistic study. There can be no doubt today
that the Hebrew language was used as a spoken and literary language
alongside Aramaic and Greek. In fact, much of the evidence discussed
here makes a Hebrew language background for the Gospel tradition
more probable than an Aramaic one, taking into consideration the spe
cial genre of the gospels, their content, their linguistic style as weil as

76

g) Non-lexical Hebraisms andAramaisms

In addition to the lexical Semitisms listed above, also non-lexical
Semitisms need to be taken in consideration when evaluating the Se
mitic language background of ancient Greek texts. Already Dalman, in
his study ofthe words of Jesus, had compiled a list of 15 typical Semit
ic idioms found in the Gospel tradition. Two of these he described as
exclusively Aramaic, while six were identified as exclusively Hebrew.
However, Dalman concluded that only the two Aramaic idioms were
“tme Semitisms“, while the Hebrew idioms should be regarded as “ar
tificial“ Hebraisms introduced by the Greek authors as a stylistic echo
of biblical texts.7° Klaus Beyer, in his extensive study of the Semitic
syntax of the New Testament, has more carefully separated syntactical
Aramaisms from Hebraisms.71 Other authors, like Raymond Martin and
more recently Randall Buth, have suggested methodologies to discern
Aramaic from Hebrew in $emitized Greek sources.72 lt can be shown
that distinguishable linguistic features point to the fact that some extant
works of ancient Greek literature more probably go back to Aramaic
sources or traditions, while others more probably are based on transla
tions from Hebrew. Based on these criteria, a Hebrew language back
ground is more probable for the Gospels than an Aramaic one.

77

cit. (n.61), 74-82. But even ifAramaic word were in view, Josephus speaks here, unlike
in other passages, not about “Hebrew language“, but about a language ofthe “Hebrew
people“, which obviously can denote Aramaic as weil as Hebrew language.
68 Buth/Pierce, op. cit. (n. 61), 66-109.
69 cf. Nagel, P.: „Hebräisch oder aramäisch? Zur Sprache des judenchristlichen Na
zaräerevangeliums“, in: Drost-Abgarjan, op. dt. (n. 66), 2 17-242.
70 Dalman, op. cit. (n.31), 36-38.
71 Beyer, K.: Semitische Syntax im Neuen Testament. Band 1: Satzlehre Teil 1 (StUNT
1), Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht 1962; and, more recently, Beyer, K.: „Woran
erkennt man, dass ein griechischer Text aus dem Hebräischen oder Aramäischen über
setzt ist?“, in: Studia Semitica necnon Iranica, ed. Macuch, M. et al., Wiesbaden: Har
rassowitz 1989, 21-31.
72 Buth, R.: “Distinguishing Hebrew from Aramaic in Semitized Greek Texts, with
an Application for the Gospels and Pseudepigrapha“, in: Buth/ Notley, op. dt. (n. 23),
247-319.

Bivin, D.: „Jesus‘ Petros-petra Wordplay (Matthew 16:18): Is lt Greek, Aramaic,
or Hebrew?“, in: Buth / Notley, op. dt. (n. 23), 375-394.
This can only be a tentative assumption and should be handled with caution. How
ever, a comparable wordplay, only possible in Hebrew, is attested in Jos. Beil. 5,269—
272. Cf. Buth/Pierce, op. cit., (n.61), 88-89.
Grintz, J.: “Hebrew as the Spoken and Written Language in the Last Days of the
Second Temple“, JBL 79(1960) 32-47:33-42.
76 Edwards, J. R.: The Hebrew Gospel and the Development ofthe Synoptic Tradi
tion, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans 2009, 131-141; 164-165; 185.
Notley, 5. R.: Between the Chairs: New Testament Evidence for the Hebrew Jesus
Spoke. Lecture given on October 25, 2014 at The Lanier Theological Library Chapel in
Houston, Texas. http://youtu.be/cuPDW 3RtJQ (retrieved 3 1/12/2014). Cf. also idem:
„Non-Septuagintal Hebraisms in the Third Gospel: An Inconvenient Truth“, in: Buth /
Notley, op. cit. (n. 23), 320-346.
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idiomatic evidence. However, this assumption would have to be tested
on the basis of a thorough analysis of the synoptic texts themselves.

is not the aim of the approach suggested here. Verbatim reconstructions
ofpresumed Semitic sources can never be more than mere conjecture.82
And they can never prove the historical existence of such sources either.
The approach suggested here, therefore, takes a different road: The
focus of interest is not on the wording ofa supposed Semitic source, but
on synoptic comparison ofcanonical Greek texts. Retroversion into He
brew serves only as a linguistic tool to facilitate interaction with Hebrew
literature and sources from the same period. Based on the assumption
that most ofthe synoptic material originated in a Semitic language con
text, such an interaction seems plausible even if written Sernitic sourc
es never existed. Synoptic research has always bern confronted with
questions of “who came first?“ and “who is dependent on whom?“. If it
can be demonstrated that one synoptic variant is more closely related to
idiornatic expressions, patterns of thought or wording found in Hebrew
literature than the other, this observation might serve as a helpful addi
tional evidence to answer these kind of questions.
Obviously, it is also possible that a phrase or expression becomes
“more Hebraic“ or more “Jewish“ also in later stages of literary devel
opment. However, in most cases the line of development would be from
a “more Hebraic“ to a “less Hebraic“ style.
Historical Jesus research has for a long time adopted the “criterion of
historical plausibility (in a Jewish context)“ as a tool to evaluate the his
torical credibility ofa given tradition. In a similar vein, comparison with
Hebrew literature could facilitate a “criterion of linguistic plausibility
(in a Hebrew language context)“ and a “criterion of literary plausibil
ity (in the context of Jewish literature)“. Both criteria could then help
to make judgements about the originality of specific synoptic variants
and about possible lines of literary or oral dependency between these
variants.
Retroversion into Hebrew, therefore, does not serve to reconstruct
the original wording of a Semitic source. Rather, it serves as a heuris
tic tool to evaluate Greek texts, to distinguish between traditional and
redactional elements within a given canonical text and to reconstruct
Greek sources or ‘Vorlagen‘ that might lie behind our canonical texts.
Proximity to Hebrew language and Jewish pattems of thought serves
as a criterion for authenticity and originality of a given Greek text or
variant, when compared to others.
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II. A proposed methodology for synoptic comparison

Based on linguistic observations, but also on the patristic tradition
of an early pre-canonical “Hebrew Gospel“, several scholars have in
the past applied retroversion into Hebrew or Aramaic as a tool for syn
optic studies. Resch, Sahlin and Carmignac have envisaged such retro
versions for the entire Gospel tradition, however their work remained
fragmentary.78 Flusser, Lowe and Casey have instead concentrated on
in-depth-studies for selected pericopes to demonstrate the heuristic val
ue of retroversion for synoptic studies.79 Casey has suggested a “stan
dard procedure for reconstruction ofAramaic sources from the witness
of our Greek Gospels“,8° which in its essentials can also be applied to
the work with Hebrew language and literature.81
However, in contrast to the work of Casey and much of the older
studies on the Semitic background of the Gospels, the focus of my own
approach would not be on the atternpt to reconstruct older sources that
lie behind our canonical Gospels, or even to find the ipsissima vox of
Jesus at the core of synoptic sayings. The history of scholarship in this
field has shown that this attempt is loaded with dangers and pitfalls, and
much of it has to be based on conjectures and emendations of the text:
Scholars of the past have often focused too much on supposed reading
or writing errors, abnormalities, mistranslations, translational variants
or reconstructed poetic forms for single words or phrases within the
gospel tradition. They have also often focused on lexical and syntacti
cal $emitisms, because their aim very often was to provide conclusive
evidence or proof for the existence of Semitic sources. This, however,
78 Resch, op. dt. (n. 36). Sahlin, H.: Der Messias tind das Gottesvolk (ASNU 12),
Uppsala: SNU 1945, p. 1. For Carmignac, cf. above n. $ and 24.
Lowe, M. / Flusser, D.: “Evidence Corroborating a Modified Proto-Matthean Syn
optic Theory“, NTS 29 (1983) 25-47; Casey, M.: An Aramaic approach to Q: Sources
for the Gospels ofliatthew andLuke (SNTS.M 122), CambridgelNew York: Cambridge
University Press 2002. Casey, as weil as Lindsey and Van Cangh/Toumpsin, have also
worked on retroversions for the gospel of Mark, however without employing synoptic
comparison.
80 Casey, M.: Ararnaic Sources ofMarks Gospe/ (SNTS.M 102), Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press 1998, 107; extended and revised in Casey, Aramaic Approach,
2002, 60-63.
81 Cf. Baltes, op. cit. (n. 1), 220-235.

82 However, as such, they may still be helpful for further study, e.g. comparison with

Hebrew literature or study ofidioms and realia.
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III. Examples
In the main part of my study, 1 have attempted to apply this approach
to four different synoptic texts. 1 have chosen my examples from differ
ent strata of synoptic material: Two texts from the “triple tradition“ that
are traditionally ascribed to a “Mark-Q overlap“, one from Matthaean
“Sondergut“ and one from the Passion narrative. The limits of space do
not allow a full presentation of the resuits here, or even a thorough in
teraction with the primary texts. What is more, one ofthe main features
of the approach suggested here is that it always attempts a full line
by-line retroversion of coherent synoptic pericopes, in order to avoid
the concentration on linguistic particularities or oddities that has been
so prevalent in older research. Only a full reconstmction of supposed
pre-canonical Sources, alongside a full retroversion of these sources
into a historically plausible Hebrew equivalent, avoids the danger of
jumping to premature conclusions based on isolated phenomena. How
ever, in this summary it will not be possible to adhere to this principle
for obvious reasons. 1 can only point to a few, isolated observations and
results of my studies here. However. it is important to keep in mmd that
exactly this is a danger that needs to be adressed and avoided in any
serious involvement with the approach suggested here.
1. The ministry of John the Baptist (Mt 3,1-6 parr)
Traditionally, this pericope has been explained as a “Mark!Q overlap“
in the commentaries. However, on a closer look, this explanation does
not work and a more complex explanation is needed.
a) The main cmx is the very unusual translation ofthe Hebrew phrase
in (Mal 3:1) with ö
rtat riv 666v nov in Mk 1:2 as well
as in the synoptic parallels in Mt 11:10 and Lk 7:27, a ciassic “Q“ pas
sage. A dose examination of the two passages reveals that Mk 1 ‚2pan
is a very complex intertextual composition that weaves together several
biblical verses (Mal 3:1, Ex 23:20) and motives (first exodus and new
exodus, first creation and new creation, the angel of JHWH and JHWH
himself). Especially the unusual Greek verb ricu&n, which has
no basis either in the Masoretic text or in the different LXX renditions,
purposefully binds together passages ofDt-Isaiah (Isa 40:19.28;43:7;45:7-9) and the creation narrative (Gen 1:2) with the quotes from Ma
Ieachi and Exodus. This constmction only works on a Greek language
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level and cannot be exptained as an independent redactionat feature in
Mark and Q. lt can also not be explained as the work of a Deutero
markan redactor.83 Therefore, either Mark knew the Q passage, or vice
versa, or both passages were based on a common, pre-synoptic Greek
source.
b) Additional minor and major agreements between Mt and Lk, in
wording and in content, support this conclusion. These do not only in
clude verbal agreements within the “triple tradition“ passage (e.g. ittnc
i 7tptyp)po roh ‘Iop6övou Mt 3:5 cf. Lk 3:3), but also verbal agree
ments within the “double tradition“ passage (e.g. utpon0tv nov, Lk
7:27par.), and finally also overlaps in content (an allusion to the bap
tist‘s ciothing in Lk 7:25par, to his role as a “prophet“ in the same verse
and to his diet in Lk 7:33par. All three motives are also present in Mk
1:6). lt seems, therefore, that Mk knew a tradition that contained not
only the citation from Mal 3:1/Ex23:20, but the whole “Q“ passage be
hindMt 11:2—21/Lk7:24—35; 16:16.
c) The assumption of a common pre-synoptic source is also support
ed by the fact that parallels to this narrative exist not only in the Gos
pel of John (1:6.28; 3:22-26), but also in the apocryphal Gospel ofthe
“Ebionites“ (Ebion 1,2 and 4), which was explicitly called the “Hebrew
Gospel“ by Epiphanius.
d) The narrative core, common to the synoptic and non-synoptic par
allels, is found in Mk 1:4-5. A retroversion ofthe different variants into
possible Hebrew equivalents shows that the Markan Version (‘v8ro
‘Iwävvr f3wtritwv...) is probably the one that is ciosest to common
forms of Hebrew narrative introductions, using the “periphrastic don
struction“ (mrt + name + participle), while Mt has a more complex ver
bal construction (Jtctpcuyivßrcrt) and a titular 6 cutnnri instead of the
simple participle f3uitriow. Lk, in turn, seems to be a creative reworking
ofthe narrative in reflection ofbiblical stories ofprophetic vocation.
83 fuchs, A.: „Die Überschneidungen von Mk und
‘Q‘ nach B.H.Streeter und
E.P.Sanders und ihre wahre Bedeutung (Mk 1,1-8 par.)“, in: Wort in der Zeit: Neute
stamentliche Studien. festgabe für Karl Heinrich Rengstoif zum 75. Geburtstag, ed.
Haubeck, W. / Bachmann, M., Leiden: Brill 1980, 28-81:61. However, Fuchs leaves
unmentioned the fact that the citation is not simply omitted by Mt and Lk, but appears
in both gospels in a later, however identical context, presumably a ‘,Q“ passage. A deute
romarkan expianation therefore must assume that the whole „Q“ passage in Mtl 1/Lk 7
was also part ofthe Deuteromarkan Gospel. However, ifthis line is followed, the shape
of Deuteromark would in the end include all Markan and all Q material. lt would then
no langer be a „Deutero-Mk“, but rather a traditional „Proto-Mt“.
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e) Two other elements that seem to have been part of the common
pre-synoptic narrative are some kind of temporal clause in the intro
duction (“in those days“, “in the days of...“) and the quote from Isa 40.
The citation formulae used by Mt 3:3 (otoc ytp atw 6 ii0ei
‘pwtrat v f3tf37.p 7.6ywv
6t ‘Haatou rofi itpotpirou) and Lk 3:4 (cb
citation
formulae. Luke‘s
Hebrew
both
reflect
‘Hnatou to5 7tpo(p1jEoii)
frequent in the Dead Sea Scrolls and ofien
formula renders nD
used in the New Testament. Matthews formula stands cioser to the Rab
however similar forms are also attested in Qumran.
binic formula
Marks version (Ka0d yypwttut v r ‘Hna r itpopi), which uses
the name of a prophet as a synonym for a book, has no analogy in He
brew literature.
g) As to the description of the Baptists ministry, some of the paral
lets have a typical Hebraic “figura ethymologica“ (3wttio)v f3itto.tCL,
Act 19:4; Ebion 1), which is still visible, however augmented in some
Markan manuscripts (t3airtiwv KcLI KIP1)GGWV f3&7TttO1cL), while oth
er manuscripts have dissolved the figure grammatically (6 I3wttituv
icipi5naciw I36itnaIIcL). Mt and Lk both have a different formula. Ifit can
be assumed that the Hebraic “figura ethymologica“ is more orginal, then
Mk has kept the most Original version here.
h) The formula f3i rtcw travoic ci ä.prnv äictprt&v, shared by
Mk and Lk, is difficult to retrovert into Hebrew, since a constmction
with ri‘t in a constmct state with a noun following always denotes
the person or thing that is immersed, but never the purpose or effect
of the immersion.84 The purpose of an immersion, or the action that
the immersion prepares for, is not denoted by a constmct noun, but by
Therefore, Matthew‘s formula J3ccitriiw v f&rn ei
the preposition
3:11), using instrumental v and final E1‘ is much
Mt
(cf.
IIgtvotcLv
idiom
than the formula used by Mk and Lk.
closer to Hebrew
i) The linguistic style of Mark changes in Mk 1:6. Part ofthis verse
is a verbatim citation from II Kg 1:8 (LXX). The other parts are adhoc
descriptions ofthe clothing and diet of John without significant parallels
in biblical texts or other Jewish literature. The syntax of this second
part is strikingly non-Sernitic, compared to the rest ofthe passage. Also

Matthew has a non-Semitic word order and syntax here. Apart from Mt
3:4, paratlets to this passage are absent from the other versions of the
Baptist narrative.85 Cumuiatively, this points to the conciusion that Mk
1:6 was not part of the original narrative.
j) If however, the initial obsetwation that Mk knew the “Q“ material
in Mt 11:2-2lpar remains valid, then Mk 1:6 could be understood as a
Markan summary of the material he omitted (clothing and diet of the
Baptist, his role as a prophet like Elijah). Apparently, he followed the
same procedure with his inclusion of Mt 11:10 par as introduction to
his narrative in Mk 1:2. Robert Lindsey coined the term “Markan Pick
Up“ for this phenomenon, which can be observed freuently in Mk.86 A
similar “Pick-Up“ might be identified in the minor agreement iräau i
pixopoc roi ‘Iopö&vou (Mt 3:5 par Lk 3:3), which might be echoed in
Mark‘s xd)pu (Mk 1:5).
k) Mt shows several instances of duplicity: He mentions the Jordan
twice (Mt 3:5 and 3:6), he has two references to the clothing of the
Baptist (Mt 3:4 and 11:8), as weil as two references to his diet (Mt 3:4
and 11:18). All three instances in Mt 3:4-6 are dose Mt-Mk parallels
without a parallel in Lk. Also, in Mt 3:4 he has a non-Semitic style
that resists retroversion into Hebrew more than in the rest of the pas
sage. The transition with narrative t6t (Mt 3:5) is a typically Matthean
redactionat feature, stemming frorn Aramaic language interference on
the side ofthe redactor, however evidently not from Aramaic sources.87
Cumulativeiy, these observations point to the conclusion that Mk 1:6 is
a Markan addition to the original pre-synoptic narrative that was in tum
copied by the final redactor of Mt, thereby producing doublets between
the original “Q“ material and the additional “Mk“ material.
In conclusion, a reconstructed pre-synoptic source could have had the
following shape:
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.

84 Samples from biblical literature include Gen 37:31; Ex 12:22; Lev 4:6.17:9:9;
14:6.16.51; Num 19:18; Dtn 33:24; Ruth 2:14. In Qumran only Q274 (=4QlohorotA) 2
i:4—6. In rabbinical literature, nn5‘ (the dippingofthefinger) bZev 13b; r tt
(the ablution of
(the ablution ofa person with corpse impurity), bHag 22b; i‘ v
a young woman) ARN A 8,24 (Becker 104).

85 Ebion 2, which differs in style frorn the (more Semitic and more independent)
traditions in Ebion 1 and 4, is apparently directty dependent an Mt 3:6 here, which be
comes obvious from a wordplay (yxpic/6Kpi) which only works on a Greek language
level.
86 The phenomenon refers to minor agreements “in addition“, shared by Mt and Lk
but missing in Mk, corresponding to minor agreements “in omission“ with a similar
content in a different place. Lindsey, working from a hypothesis of Lucan priority, ex
p]ains this as a redactorial style of Mk, who frequently omits material from bis sources
in one place, only to re-employ it in another place.
87 Buth, op. cii. (n.72), 253-263 and 296-304.
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pre-synoptic narrative are some kind of temporal clause in the intro
duction (“in those days“, “in the days of...“) and the quote from Isa 40.
The citation formulae used by Mt 3:3 (otoc ytp atw 6 ii0ei
‘pwtrat v f3tf37.p 7.6ywv
6t ‘Haatou rofi itpotpirou) and Lk 3:4 (cb
citation
formulae. Luke‘s
Hebrew
both
reflect
‘Hnatou to5 7tpo(p1jEoii)
frequent in the Dead Sea Scrolls and ofien
formula renders nD
used in the New Testament. Matthews formula stands cioser to the Rab
however similar forms are also attested in Qumran.
binic formula
Marks version (Ka0d yypwttut v r ‘Hna r itpopi), which uses
the name of a prophet as a synonym for a book, has no analogy in He
brew literature.
g) As to the description of the Baptists ministry, some of the paral
lets have a typical Hebraic “figura ethymologica“ (3wttio)v f3itto.tCL,
Act 19:4; Ebion 1), which is still visible, however augmented in some
Markan manuscripts (t3airtiwv KcLI KIP1)GGWV f3&7TttO1cL), while oth
er manuscripts have dissolved the figure grammatically (6 I3wttituv
icipi5naciw I36itnaIIcL). Mt and Lk both have a different formula. Ifit can
be assumed that the Hebraic “figura ethymologica“ is more orginal, then
Mk has kept the most Original version here.
h) The formula f3i rtcw travoic ci ä.prnv äictprt&v, shared by
Mk and Lk, is difficult to retrovert into Hebrew, since a constmction
with ri‘t in a constmct state with a noun following always denotes
the person or thing that is immersed, but never the purpose or effect
of the immersion.84 The purpose of an immersion, or the action that
the immersion prepares for, is not denoted by a constmct noun, but by
Therefore, Matthew‘s formula J3ccitriiw v f&rn ei
the preposition
3:11), using instrumental v and final E1‘ is much
Mt
(cf.
IIgtvotcLv
idiom
than the formula used by Mk and Lk.
closer to Hebrew
i) The linguistic style of Mark changes in Mk 1:6. Part ofthis verse
is a verbatim citation from II Kg 1:8 (LXX). The other parts are adhoc
descriptions ofthe clothing and diet of John without significant parallels
in biblical texts or other Jewish literature. The syntax of this second
part is strikingly non-Sernitic, compared to the rest ofthe passage. Also

Matthew has a non-Semitic word order and syntax here. Apart from Mt
3:4, paratlets to this passage are absent from the other versions of the
Baptist narrative.85 Cumuiatively, this points to the conciusion that Mk
1:6 was not part of the original narrative.
j) If however, the initial obsetwation that Mk knew the “Q“ material
in Mt 11:2-2lpar remains valid, then Mk 1:6 could be understood as a
Markan summary of the material he omitted (clothing and diet of the
Baptist, his role as a prophet like Elijah). Apparently, he followed the
same procedure with his inclusion of Mt 11:10 par as introduction to
his narrative in Mk 1:2. Robert Lindsey coined the term “Markan Pick
Up“ for this phenomenon, which can be observed freuently in Mk.86 A
similar “Pick-Up“ might be identified in the minor agreement iräau i
pixopoc roi ‘Iopö&vou (Mt 3:5 par Lk 3:3), which might be echoed in
Mark‘s xd)pu (Mk 1:5).
k) Mt shows several instances of duplicity: He mentions the Jordan
twice (Mt 3:5 and 3:6), he has two references to the clothing of the
Baptist (Mt 3:4 and 11:8), as weil as two references to his diet (Mt 3:4
and 11:18). All three instances in Mt 3:4-6 are dose Mt-Mk parallels
without a parallel in Lk. Also, in Mt 3:4 he has a non-Semitic style
that resists retroversion into Hebrew more than in the rest of the pas
sage. The transition with narrative t6t (Mt 3:5) is a typically Matthean
redactionat feature, stemming frorn Aramaic language interference on
the side ofthe redactor, however evidently not from Aramaic sources.87
Cumulativeiy, these observations point to the conclusion that Mk 1:6 is
a Markan addition to the original pre-synoptic narrative that was in tum
copied by the final redactor of Mt, thereby producing doublets between
the original “Q“ material and the additional “Mk“ material.
In conclusion, a reconstructed pre-synoptic source could have had the
following shape:
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84 Samples from biblical literature include Gen 37:31; Ex 12:22; Lev 4:6.17:9:9;
14:6.16.51; Num 19:18; Dtn 33:24; Ruth 2:14. In Qumran only Q274 (=4QlohorotA) 2
i:4—6. In rabbinical literature, nn5‘ (the dippingofthefinger) bZev 13b; r tt
(the ablution of
(the ablution ofa person with corpse impurity), bHag 22b; i‘ v
a young woman) ARN A 8,24 (Becker 104).

85 Ebion 2, which differs in style frorn the (more Semitic and more independent)
traditions in Ebion 1 and 4, is apparently directty dependent an Mt 3:6 here, which be
comes obvious from a wordplay (yxpic/6Kpi) which only works on a Greek language
level.
86 The phenomenon refers to minor agreements “in addition“, shared by Mt and Lk
but missing in Mk, corresponding to minor agreements “in omission“ with a similar
content in a different place. Lindsey, working from a hypothesis of Lucan priority, ex
p]ains this as a redactorial style of Mk, who frequently omits material from bis sources
in one place, only to re-employ it in another place.
87 Buth, op. cii. (n.72), 253-263 and 296-304.
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The important part of the reconstruction here is the left column. How
ever, the retroversion in the right column serves as a “plausibility check“
to demonstrate that the pre-synoptic Greek source is linguistically weil
grounded in the context ofHebrew literature and might (!) also go back
to a Hebrew source, as claimed in this case by Epiphanius.
This presumed pre-synoptic source of the Baptist narrative has, at a
later stage, been connected with other Baptist material now ascribed to
“Q“ (Mt 11:2-19 par, Mt 3:7-12 par), which then, in turn, was used by
Mt, Mk and Lk. Mk omitted much ofthe material, however he included
the quotation from Mal 3:1/Ex 23:20 in Mk 1:1-2 and the motif ofthe
Baptists clothing and diet as weil as the Elij ah-motif in Mk 1:6. On
the last redactional stage, the final redactor of Mt included the Markan
additions into Mt, thereby creating several doublets. In their canonical
shape, Mk has preserved the original wording ofthe source more dose
ly than the other two in some places. However, Matthew displays the
original structure of the narrative more faithfully, once the Markan ad
ditions are removed. Lk, together with Mt, has kept much ofthe original
material and some of the original wording, however he has reworked
it more thoroughly, added the synchronism in Lk 3:1 -2a, extended the
citation in Lk 3:5-6 and reused the material from Mt 3:5-6 in several
redactional clauses throughout his Gospel (Lk 3:5;3:21;7:17; 7,29-30).

1

This pericope, too, has traditionally been explained as a “MkIQ over
lap“. However, the similarities in structure and wording are so dose that
also here, as in the Baptist narrative, an additional direct dependence
between Mk and Q or a common source for both, ofien described as “an
cient“ or “Aramaic“, has also been frequently assumed by commenta
tors. Not all the details ofthe discussion can be repeated here, however
some observations will be noted:
a) The original narrative setting of the controversy seems to be re
fiected best in the Lucan version (Lk 11:14-15a) which contains fea
tures typical for Hebrew narrative: A periphrastic construction and an
yvcto clause.88
b) Within the accusation itseif, the double negation in Mt 12:24 re
flects Semitic style better than the parallels in Mk and Lk. The instru
mental use of v in iv r BEE E3o7. also reflects Hebrew style.
c) The whole argument in this controversy is based on the motif of
demonic hierarchies prevalent in Jewish demonology, as testified in
Enochic literature as weil as in the Dead $ea Scrolls and rabbinic lit
erature. However, the phrase ipxow tJ.v &itjloviwv more specifically
points to the rabbinic tradition of
denoting “ruling angels“ of na
tions, individuals or demonic hierarchies. The closest parallels to the
phrase are found in later rabbinic sources,89 however the appearance of
the phrase in the Gospels shows that it must be a tradition going back to
the Second Temple period. In Jewish literature, the idea of a‘it‘, ruling
over nations and territories, is frequently connected with the motif of
the “fall ofrulers“ and the “binding ofthe strong“90, especially in mid
88 The narrative introduction with ui yveto (yveto ö) has frequently been

termed as an “artificial Septuagintism“ created by Luke as a redactorial feature. How
ever, a dose look at all instances of the formula shows that there are three different
variants ofthis clause. One ofthese, using the infinitive after ai yiveto, appears in the
second part ofActs in places where Lk does not depend on sources. The other two, using
finite verbs after ical VEIO and cioser to Septuagintal style, are employed by Luke in
places where he is apparently dependent on sources. They might therefore reflect a He
braic style of Luke‘s sources rather than his own redactorial preferences. Cf. Buth, R.,
op. cit. (n. 72), 263-277 and 296-319.
89 Aramaic nrnvr 1fltL‘, “ruler ofthe spirits“, WaR 5:1 on Lev 4:3 (Mirkin 8:52);

‘rn-tr pii, “Lord ofthe spirits“, yPea 8:9/7 (21b) par ySheq 5:6/4 (49a) ed. Schäfer!
Becker 1.1—2:396 and 11.5—12:102; ‘7‘Zfl
„king of demons“, bPes llOa, bGit 6$a.
90 Jub 10:1-7 narrates a story of“binding ofdemons“ which also involves Mastema,
the “ruler of the spirits“. TLev 18:12 mentions the binding of Beliar. Similar motifs
appear in Jub 48:15-18 and äthHen 10:12.
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The important part of the reconstruction here is the left column. How
ever, the retroversion in the right column serves as a “plausibility check“
to demonstrate that the pre-synoptic Greek source is linguistically weil
grounded in the context ofHebrew literature and might (!) also go back
to a Hebrew source, as claimed in this case by Epiphanius.
This presumed pre-synoptic source of the Baptist narrative has, at a
later stage, been connected with other Baptist material now ascribed to
“Q“ (Mt 11:2-19 par, Mt 3:7-12 par), which then, in turn, was used by
Mt, Mk and Lk. Mk omitted much ofthe material, however he included
the quotation from Mal 3:1/Ex 23:20 in Mk 1:1-2 and the motif ofthe
Baptists clothing and diet as weil as the Elij ah-motif in Mk 1:6. On
the last redactional stage, the final redactor of Mt included the Markan
additions into Mt, thereby creating several doublets. In their canonical
shape, Mk has preserved the original wording ofthe source more dose
ly than the other two in some places. However, Matthew displays the
original structure of the narrative more faithfully, once the Markan ad
ditions are removed. Lk, together with Mt, has kept much ofthe original
material and some of the original wording, however he has reworked
it more thoroughly, added the synchronism in Lk 3:1 -2a, extended the
citation in Lk 3:5-6 and reused the material from Mt 3:5-6 in several
redactional clauses throughout his Gospel (Lk 3:5;3:21;7:17; 7,29-30).
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This pericope, too, has traditionally been explained as a “MkIQ over
lap“. However, the similarities in structure and wording are so dose that
also here, as in the Baptist narrative, an additional direct dependence
between Mk and Q or a common source for both, ofien described as “an
cient“ or “Aramaic“, has also been frequently assumed by commenta
tors. Not all the details ofthe discussion can be repeated here, however
some observations will be noted:
a) The original narrative setting of the controversy seems to be re
fiected best in the Lucan version (Lk 11:14-15a) which contains fea
tures typical for Hebrew narrative: A periphrastic construction and an
yvcto clause.88
b) Within the accusation itseif, the double negation in Mt 12:24 re
flects Semitic style better than the parallels in Mk and Lk. The instru
mental use of v in iv r BEE E3o7. also reflects Hebrew style.
c) The whole argument in this controversy is based on the motif of
demonic hierarchies prevalent in Jewish demonology, as testified in
Enochic literature as weil as in the Dead $ea Scrolls and rabbinic lit
erature. However, the phrase ipxow tJ.v &itjloviwv more specifically
points to the rabbinic tradition of
denoting “ruling angels“ of na
tions, individuals or demonic hierarchies. The closest parallels to the
phrase are found in later rabbinic sources,89 however the appearance of
the phrase in the Gospels shows that it must be a tradition going back to
the Second Temple period. In Jewish literature, the idea of a‘it‘, ruling
over nations and territories, is frequently connected with the motif of
the “fall ofrulers“ and the “binding ofthe strong“90, especially in mid
88 The narrative introduction with ui yveto (yveto ö) has frequently been

termed as an “artificial Septuagintism“ created by Luke as a redactorial feature. How
ever, a dose look at all instances of the formula shows that there are three different
variants ofthis clause. One ofthese, using the infinitive after ai yiveto, appears in the
second part ofActs in places where Lk does not depend on sources. The other two, using
finite verbs after ical VEIO and cioser to Septuagintal style, are employed by Luke in
places where he is apparently dependent on sources. They might therefore reflect a He
braic style of Luke‘s sources rather than his own redactorial preferences. Cf. Buth, R.,
op. cit. (n. 72), 263-277 and 296-319.
89 Aramaic nrnvr 1fltL‘, “ruler ofthe spirits“, WaR 5:1 on Lev 4:3 (Mirkin 8:52);

‘rn-tr pii, “Lord ofthe spirits“, yPea 8:9/7 (21b) par ySheq 5:6/4 (49a) ed. Schäfer!
Becker 1.1—2:396 and 11.5—12:102; ‘7‘Zfl
„king of demons“, bPes llOa, bGit 6$a.
90 Jub 10:1-7 narrates a story of“binding ofdemons“ which also involves Mastema,
the “ruler of the spirits“. TLev 18:12 mentions the binding of Beliar. Similar motifs
appear in Jub 48:15-18 and äthHen 10:12.
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rashim about the Exodus tradition:
The Holy One will not cause a nation to fall
unless he has first caused their mler to fall91
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The idea behind these midrashim is that, at the Red Sea, the Egyptian
army was protected by the “guardian angel“ (iw) of Egypt, and only
after the v bad been bound or caused to fall, could the Egyptian army
be conquered and the kingdom of God (Ex 15:18) be revealed. The same
motif is applied to Nebukaddnezar (based on Dan 4:28). The motif is
sometimes connected with the formula that the kingdom of the w “can
not stand“ or “will fall“ when God intervenes on behalf ofhis people.92
In other places, it is connected with the motif of the prior “binding“ of
the ruler.93 In one late rnidrash, the binding of Satan and his itv is
caused by the appearance of the Messiah.94 One passage in a midrash
on Num 34:2 asks the question “How can the land ‘fall‘ before we enter
it?“. The answer weaves together several motifs that we also find in
the Beelzebul pericope: The “Lord of the house“, the plundering of the
and his subsequent fall, as weil as the divi
spoil, the binding ofthe
sion ofhis kingdom:
Should it be that the Lord of the House
could not take bis belongings from there?
What did the Holy One do?
He lified up the ruler ofthe land,
and he bound hirn and threw him down
before them (...).
Thus, the land was divided
between the twelve tribes.
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fl‘2T 712 1‘ 5D2D
DV ‘7D S117 D‘
XJI JJ12 W7] ritv V3

j‘lW 11L‘ 5t3
rr&7 17‘Dm 7flDD1

(...)
in, rip5riv
D21L? tL‘3J D‘W‘7

We have here a cluster of motifs that is repeated in different forms
and shapes throughout Jewish literature, and the different elements are
closely intertwined. The Beelzebul controversy employs several of
these motifs and weaves them together into a consistent picture.

9! ShemR 21:5 on Ex 14:15 (Mirkin 5:249), par. DevR 1:22 on Dtn 2:31 (Mirkin

11:24, Liebermann 29); similarly MekhY rn‘w on Ex 15:1 (Horovitz/Rabin 124—125).
92 In addition to the texts mentioned above, cf. 4Q386 (=4QpsEzekb) ii 3—4 (Party
3:350); BerR 77:3 on Gen 32:26 (Theodor/Albeck 2:9 14).
DevR 1:22 and 1:23 on Dtn 2:31 (Mirkin 11:24, Liebermann 29); ShirR 8:19 on
Cant 8,14 (ed. Witna 42a); BerR 56:5 on Gen 22:9 (Theodor/Albeck 2:600).
PesR 36:1 §2 (Ulmer 2:830)

e) In Lk 11:19 par we find another allusion to the Exodus story that
fits in neatly with this cluster of motifs, although it is mostly assumed
to come from a different source (“Q“): The “finger of God“ (Ex 8:15)
is a demonstration of God‘s victory over the rulers and therefore a sign
ofhis kingdom (Ex 15:18). Again, this motif ofthe “finger of God“ is
frequently picked up in rabbinic literature.95 lt is an interesting detail
stays closer to
that Luke‘s translation ofthe Hebrew phrase nft
the Hebrew original than the two translations offered in the LXX (Ex
31:18; Dtn 9:10) which he obviously does not build upon.
f) The motif of conflicting kingdoms is applied to the sphere of con
fiicting schools ofteachers in the “Q“ tradition behind Mt 12:27 par Lk
11:19. That same connection is made in a rabbinic dictum that is dose
in wording and content. The collection itself is late, however most com
mentators assume that the material goes back to early traditions:
A city that is divided
will end in devastation.

T2 W‘IL‘ V‘17
21rn7 1DD

(...)
A house that is divided
Will end in devastation.
Two disciples ofsages
who quarrel in one town,
and also two judges and their sons,
when they are divided
their end will lead to death.96

7rT7 2 W‘W fl‘2
21CT,Z7 JD
‘Dfl

‘7‘5fl .1L‘

flfl1 ‘3J

D‘T?T

D3‘7 ‘fl

‘JW 1DJ

nj717rn.3 DP22J
rn7z7 TD1D

Commentators have suspected the term it62t in the Matthean version
to be a “hellenistic“ addition. However, in view ofthis rabbinic dictum
it is not impossible that it was part ofthe original saying.
g) The remark about “knowing their thoughts“ in Mt 12:25a par is
refiecting Hebrew phrases of the Old Testament (notably Job 21:27 and
Ps 94:11), however it does not show direct dependence on the LXX
translation of these passages. The phrase appears, in different forms,
frequently in Mt and Lk, and regularly both agree against Mk in these
places, who mostly has a more compiex and less Hebraic version ofthe
phrase, or, as in the present text, omits it cornpleteiy. lt has therefore

ShemR 10:7 on Ex 8:12 (Shinan 234; Mirkin 5:136); Migr 85; ShemR 5:14 on
Ex 5:1 (Shinan 171; Mirkin 5:98); ShemR 23:9 zu Ex 15:1 (Mirkin 5:265); bSan 67b;
bSan 95b; cf. also Philo VitMos 1:113.
96 Derekh Eretz Zutta 9:24 (ed. Sperber 54).
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to come from a different source (“Q“): The “finger of God“ (Ex 8:15)
is a demonstration of God‘s victory over the rulers and therefore a sign
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Commentators have suspected the term it62t in the Matthean version
to be a “hellenistic“ addition. However, in view ofthis rabbinic dictum
it is not impossible that it was part ofthe original saying.
g) The remark about “knowing their thoughts“ in Mt 12:25a par is
refiecting Hebrew phrases of the Old Testament (notably Job 21:27 and
Ps 94:11), however it does not show direct dependence on the LXX
translation of these passages. The phrase appears, in different forms,
frequently in Mt and Lk, and regularly both agree against Mk in these
places, who mostly has a more compiex and less Hebraic version ofthe
phrase, or, as in the present text, omits it cornpleteiy. lt has therefore

ShemR 10:7 on Ex 8:12 (Shinan 234; Mirkin 5:136); Migr 85; ShemR 5:14 on
Ex 5:1 (Shinan 171; Mirkin 5:98); ShemR 23:9 zu Ex 15:1 (Mirkin 5:265); bSan 67b;
bSan 95b; cf. also Philo VitMos 1:113.
96 Derekh Eretz Zutta 9:24 (ed. Sperber 54).
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been suggested that the phrase goes back to hebraizing Proto-Matthean
and Proto-Lucan sources that were used in tum by Mk.97
h) The final saying of the pericope, Mt 12:31-32 paff, has been in the
focus of Semitic Gospel studies since the beginning, especially in view
ofthe differing synoptic renditions ofa presumed Semitic “Son of Man“
phrase at the core ofthe saying.
Limits of space do not allow a deeper interaction with the passage
here. However, due to the traditional focus on Aramaic language, few
commentators have noticed the mtiltiple intertextual connections ofthis
passage with Hebrew literature, beginning, again, with the Exodus nar
rative, continuing into the Psalms and Prophets, and into later rabbinic
traditions about blasphemy and unforgiveable sins. At the core of this
intertextual complex lies the Hebrew phrase r, used in Ex 12,1.8
for Aaron und Miriam, “speaking against“ Moses as the representative
ofGod. In Num 2 1:5.7 the same phrase is used forthe people of Israel,
speaking against Moses, and thereby, against God himseif. These pas
sages have later become the tvpos for Jewish teaching about blasphemy
and unforgiveable sins, in different Hebrew and Greek terminology.98
Rabbinic midrash reflects on the parallelism that Num 21 draws be
tween Moses and God himself.99 The only two biblical passages that re
motely echo an idea of “blasphemy against the Spirit“, virtually absent
in other Jewish sources)°° allude to this Exodus tradition (Isa 63:10; Ps
106:32-33). The ambiguity between the human and the divine, already
present in Num 21, also appears in Ps 106:33, since the phrase -rix r
rir could refer to the spirit of Moses or to the Spirit ofGod. 101
This ambiguous relation between “speaking against a human figure“
and “speaking against God“ also lies at the core of Jesus‘ controversy
in the Beelzebul pericope. And it presents the basis for Jesus‘ final say

ing, adressing this same ambiguity between “speaking against (a) man“
and “speaking against the (Holy) Spirit“ in respect to Jesus. There is no
room here to discuss the “Son of Man“ debate in depth. However, the
ambiguity of this phrase, ranging from the simple generic meaning “(a)
man“ to the apocalyptic “Son of Man“ figure, might exactly be what was
intended in this context. And it might have led to the diversity of syn
optic renditions that remains much more ambiguous here than in other
places of the synoptic tradition.102
Commentators agree that Mark miglit have preserved a more original
form ofthe saying here, focusing on the generic sense ofa Semitic “son
of man“ phrase. Luke has preserved a version that understood the saying
in light ofthe apocalyptic “Son of Man“ tradition.103 Matthew seems to
have confiated both versions.
i) Finally. the distinction between sins against (a) man, which might
be forgiven, and sins against God, which can only be removed by divine
atonement, is a common distinction in Jewish tradition, preserved in a
frequently quoted Hebrew dictum:
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Rolland, P: “Jsus connaisait leurs penses“, ETL 62(1986)118-121.
98 mSan 10:3 (Krauß 277) par. tSan 13:10 (Zuckermandel 435). cf. also eth. Hen 20:6

and 27:1—2 (ed. Uhlig 552 and 563).
MekhY ‘m 7 on Ex 14:3 1 (Horovitz/Rabin 114); in a list often cardinal sins in
WaR 17:3 on Lev 14:34 (Margulies 2:394.397), the “speaking against Moses“ is used
as an illustration for the sin of in 11L‘7. The motif also appears in SifBam §103 on Num
12:8 (Horovitz 102); bSan 1 lOa; BamR 19:21 on Num 21:4; BamR 20:23 on Num 25:1
(Mirkin 10:236 and 271); QohR 5:3 on Qoh 5:5 (Wilna 14b). Most ofthese are mid
rashim on Num 21.
100 Exceptions are eth. Hen 20:6 (see above) and the Targum on Ps 106:33 (see
follotving note).
101 The Targum on Ps 106:33, however, explicitly explains the phrase as referring
to the Spirit ofGod.

Transgressions between Men and God
will be atoned for on the Day of atonement
But those between a man and his neighbour
will not be atoned for on the day ofatonement
until he first has appeased bis neighbour.‘°4
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In conclusion, the whole “Beelzebul“ pericope is a Iiterary unit that is
deeply rooted in biblical texts, Jewish exegetical traditions and Hebrew
terminology. In addition, many of the different motifs employed share
an intertextual connectedness with the Exodus tradition. The motif of
conflicting kingdoms and the emerging kingdom of God, the motif of
the “finger of God“, the motif of the ov of the enemy kingdom who
needs to be bound and will fall before his kingdom can be taken. And
102 One reason for the complexity ofthe “Son of man“ debate might lie in the fact
would have been more eas
that within a Hebrew discourse, the Aramaic phrase 1L‘
ily discemable as a title or intertextual allusion, a discemment that would have been
lost when both were translated into Greek. Cf. Buth, R.: “A More Complete Semitic
Background for vni 2, ‘Son of Man“, in: The Function ofScripture in Early Jewish
and Christian Tradition (JSNT.S 154), ed. Evans, C. A. /Sanders, J. A., Sheffield: JSO1
Press 1998, 176-189.
103 However, he alone has kept a very literal rendition ofthe phrase 2 r (pet 26yov
104 mYom 8:9 (Meinhold 72) parr Sifra nio ‘,n Pereq 8 (186) on Lev 16:3 (Weiss
63a); yYom 8:8—10 (44c), ed. Schäfer/Becker 11,1-4:213.
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the motif of “speaking against“ God and bis representative. All these
motifs are closely connected in Jewish literature, and therefore form a
cluster that cannot easily be taken apart without losing its meaning. This
points strongly to the conclusion that the passage, as it now stands in
Mt and Lk, is an original literary unit that should not be separated into
Markan and “Q“ elements.
A closer look at the linguistic features ofthis pericope, and a tentative
retroversion into Hebrew, shows that Mt has probably retained a more
Original (and often, more Semitic) wording or Syntax in Mt 11:24b25.27.29, while Lk seems to be more original in Lk 11:17-18a.23,
whereas Mk repeatedly appears to be less Semitic and secondary in all
ofthese places. Only in Mk 3:28, Mk seems to have preserved a more
original wording. Apparently, at this place only, the final redaction of
Matthew seems to have been infiuenced by this Markan version as well
as by another version preserved in Luke, thereby creating a doublet of
the saying in Mt 12,32 and 33.
Again, a common, pre-synoptic source seems to lie at the roots ofthis
pericope. Again, this source seems to have included “Markan“ as well
as “Q“ material. lt therefore had a “Proto-Matthean“ rather than “Pro
to-Marcan“ structure. Again, this source seems to have been used by all
three evangelists, and again, Matthew seems to have been infiuenced
slightly by Mark on a final redactional Stage.

original discourse, partly used also by Lk and Mk. Second, the “repen
tance ctause“ in 4b, missing in the Matthean parallel, could be a very
concise, but appropriate summary of the parable told by Matthew.
The parable itself has a striking resemblance, in content and word
ing, with a number of rabbinic parables about kings and their debtors.105
Limits of space do not allow an in-depth presentation ofthe similarities.
However, a dose linguistic analysis, and comparison with rabbinic par
ables, sbows that the Matthean parable, though commonly described as
“Matthean Sondergut“ or even Matthean redactional creation, is firm
ly rooted in Hebrew language and highly dependent on a tradition of
teaching that we also find in the later rabbinic literature. If we do not
want to assume a direct line ofdependence, the only explanation is that
Matthew and the later rabbinic parables both are rooted in a shared,
proto-rabbinic tradition of parabolic teaching on debt and forgiveness.
Frorn the many examples, two will be selected here to show the kind of
parallels that exist in wording and content:
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3. The Parable of the Unforgiving Servant (Mt 18,21—35)

This parable has traditionally been identified as “Matthean Sonder
gut“. Without doubt, the main core of the parable is unique to Matthew.
However, on a closer look, the narrative frame narrative has a parallel
in Lk 17:1-4, and the motif of “two debtors“ also appears in a Lukan
parable (Lk 7:41-42). Also, in Lk 6:34-35, Lk has two noticeable addi
tions to his Matthean parallel, which resemble the terminology of Mt
18:21-35. lt might be asked, therefore, ifthe parable and its frame were
possibly part of a source common to Mt and Lk. Lk would then have
known the material, however chosen to rephrase and rearrange it for
use in three different new contexts. Iwo additional observations could
support this conclusion: first, Lk 17:1-4 betrays knowledge of several
other elements of the Matthean “community discourse“ (Lk 17:1 par
Mt 18:7;Lk17:2parrMtl8:6andMk9:42:Lk17:3parMtl8:15).The
assumption that both Lk and Mt arranged “Q“ and “Markan“ material in
the same order is less probable than the assumption that Mt refiects an
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105 mAv 3,16 (Marti/Beer 82—85); Simev §26 on Dtn 3:23 (Finkelstein 38); MTeh
79:3 (180b—181a), ed. Buber 360—361; PesK 27:7 (Mandelbaum 412); WaR 30:7 on
Lev 23:40 (Margulies 4:704—705); TanB rn 30 on Lev 23:40 (Buber 2:101—102); PesR
51:8 §27—30 (Ulmer 11:1088—1089); WaR 11 :7 on Lev 9:1 (Margulies 1:233—234); BerR
49:8 on Gen 18:23 (Iheodor/Albeck 2:506); PesK 24:11 (Mandelbaum 363); PesK App.
7:2 (Mandelbaum 472); ShirZ 1:15 (Buber 19); bRHSh 17b; ShemR 31:1 on Ex 22:24
(Mirkin 6:60); DevR 5:3 on Dtn 16:18 (Mirkin 11:87 missing in Liebermann); Yalq ‘D
W2fl §398 on Ex 34:3.
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Most of the rabbinic parables apply the debtor/king imagery to the
Jewish festivals ofRosh Ha-Shana andYom Ha-Kippurim: Both festivals
are compared with the arrival of a human king (n W2 j, iiv0poitoc
uGt21, Mt 18:23) who wants to settle accounts (flwn rviwv7, mvput
76-yov, Mt 18:23) with a city or with his servants. The two different
dates, then, allow for a period of “patience“ (D‘
liwcpo0uttu, Mt
11:26), in which the servants can turn the verdict of the king by their
appropriate behaviour (prayer, fasting and repentance). The eamestness
of repentance, in this context, can be displayed by showing deeds of
loving kindness towards others.
Closely connected with this is the rabbinic concept ofthe two oppos
ing “character traits“ of God, the “measure of mercy“ (ni n77) and
the “measure ofjustice“ (m rvvz). In the course of the two festivals, the
“measure ofmercy“ is connected with the first date, while the “measure
ofjustice“ is ascribed to the second date. Therefore, the ten days in be
tween the two festivals, are seen as the last chance for repentance, whule
God is still “merciful“.
In Matthew‘s parable, all these motifs are perfectly visible: The king
who comes to settle accounts, the two separate appointments with a
period in between that gives the servant time to show “deeds of loving
kindness“, and eventually leads to the final verdict. A king who shows
“unjust“ mercy at the first appointment and “merciless“ justice at the
second appointment. And finally, the idea of reciprocity of human for
giveness and divine forgiveness that we have already found in the rab
binic dictum cited above (p. 45).
In conclusion, the parable could be a perfect example ofJewish teach
ing about the obligation to forgive in the context of the yearly autumn
festivals.106 What commentators have missed, though, is any specific
106 Though we have only little evidence for the existence of a “Rosh Ha-Shana“
festival, with all the later motifs and traditions attached to it, in the time ofthe Second
Temple, some early sources (Jub 12:16-18; 4Q50$; LAB 13:6; Philo SpecLeg 2:188—
192) reflect the origins ofthese later traditions. The Matthean parable might be another
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“Christian“ aspect in the parable: In fact, the story runs contrary to the
message of unlimited grace, and the image of the divine king remains
ambiguous. Commentators have therefore questioned the authenticity
ofthe parable and ascribed it to a later, Judaeo-Christian redactor. How
ever, according to Theissens “criterion of historical plausibility“ (in a
Jewish context) and the “criterion of embarassment“ (in a later Christian
context), the parable has a high probability of authenticity. The dose
linguistic ties with Hebrew parables of the same genre add further to
that probability.
We therefore have here, in the middle of presumed Matthean “Son
dergut“, a passage that is characterized by a highly Hebraic style, pro
to-rabbinic imagery and terminology, thoroughly Jewish theology, a
probable “Sitz im Leben“ in a Jewish festival and a high claim to his
torical authenticity. We also have evidence that the material was known
to the author ofLk.
The common assumption that this passage was added by a late redac
tor of the Gospel of Matthew should therefore be reconsidered. A more
probable assumption would be that the parable, maybe even the whole
“community discourse“ in Mt 18, was part of an original, hebraizing
pre-canonical source used by Mt and Lk alike: While Matthew retained
the parable in ftill, Luke kept only the frame (Lk 17:1-4), echoed the
message of the parable in a short additional “repentance clause“ (Lk
1 7:4b), created a new “parable of two debtors“ in a new context (Lk
7:4142)107 and reworked some ofthe “forgiveness/debt“ material from
the parable into a new, parenetic context (Lk 6:34-35). Mk, ifhe knew
the same source, dropped the whole passage. In a non-Jewish context,
the whole idea behind the parable would not have been understood by
the readers of either Luke or Mark.
In view of these observations, it would be helpful to examine other
Matthean “Sondergut“ with respect to its linguistic and historical “con
text plausibility“. lt might be that some of the material that has been
assigned to a Matthean redactor so far, is indeed older material that was
also known to Luke and/or Mark, but was omitted by them for whatever
reasons possible.

First-century piece ofevidence.
107 The idea that the amount of forgiveness correlates to the amount of love for the
king is alien to the rabbinic parable traditions and does not appear in any ofthe parables
as a nimshal (application).
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“Christian“ aspect in the parable: In fact, the story runs contrary to the
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First-century piece ofevidence.
107 The idea that the amount of forgiveness correlates to the amount of love for the
king is alien to the rabbinic parable traditions and does not appear in any ofthe parables
as a nimshal (application).
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4. Preparations for the Passover Meal (Mt 26,17—20 parr.)

The passion narrative is a special field of research for synoptic stud
ies: Many of the traditional working hypotheses have to be abandoned
or augmented here to explain the specific characteristics of synoptic
relationships in this part of the Gospel tradition. Many suggest some
kind of common, pre-synoptic tradition shared by the Synoptics and
John. Some suggest an additional, pre-Lukan source. Debates are still
on about the question whether Q extends into the Passion narrative. The
example that 1 have chosen as a fourth test case is one of the rather
neglected passages. However, some observations invite a cioser look:
itpr tv jtwv (Mt
a) Matthew‘s introductoiy phrase rfi
26:17) has been the object of intense linguistic and historical study. The
chronology ofthe Passion is a matter offierce debate, as is the question
whether the last meal of Jesus was a passover meal or not. Not all as
pects of the question can be adressed here. However, one observation
from Hebrew language and literature could heip to solve some of the
issues in question:
The main crux ofthe discussion is the fact that “the first day“ ofthe
Passover always designates the lSth of Nisan, obviously not the day
in view by Matthew. The Mishna has several designations for this day,
nv (3x). The biblical
they all use either Vii rnu nv (17x) or tvi
text prescribes the removal of leaven on this “first day“ of the feast (Ex
12:15-16). However, Jewish practice had moved the removal of leaven
to the l4th on Nisan, the day “before“ passover. Some targumic transla
tions reflect this by giving ambiguous translations such as mvrp
which might be translated as “the first day“ or “the day before“. Some
commentators have suspected a similar formula behind Mk 14:12, and
a subsequent mistranslation or misreading on behalf of Mark. However,
these explanations suffer from the fact that they have to assume mis
transtations, misreadings or emendations. Also, the proposed formulae
never appear in Jewish literature as designations for the first day of
Passover. Another expianation, based on Hebrew language and rabbinic
literature, might therefore be more probable:
Matthew‘s strange formula might reftect a rabbinic discussion as to
the question, which day was designated by the biblical term tt1)r in Ex
14:18. Without doubt, Ex 14:15 and 14:16 designate the “first day ofthe
feast“, i.e. the lSth ofNisan, as the conect day for the removal ofleav
en. However, Ex 14:18 leaves room for a different reading:

On the first,
on the l4th day of the month
on the evening, you will eat unleavened bread
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1L‘(n? D‘ i1z‘v li1
T7 71I1 17

Obviously, the term z) here designates the first month ofthe year.
However, rabbinic discussion later took the opportunity to extract a dif
ferent meaning from the text and thereby find a scriptural basis for the
removal ofleaven already on the l4th:
(R. Ishmael b. Elisha says:)
We find (in scripture),
that the 14. ofNisan is called „the First“
For it is said (in Ex 12:18):
On the first, on the l4th ofthe rnonth...
(R. Nahman b. Isaak says:)
„The first“ this means „before“
for it is said (in Job 15:7):
„Were you born before Adam?“
-

11W 1iW lUV

I72

11V17 I3322 1t‘1i

77W7Z 1fl‘J7)7

—

flWi

np
7‘7ir D7C 1JIL‘WrT

In this discussion, recorded in bPes 5a, the two rabbis debate whether
designates the l4th or the lSth ofNisan. Ifit denotes the
the term
l4th, then the removal of leaven on the l4th would be allowed. Similar
discussions about the exact meaning of lwi can be found in other plac
es.108 lt seems from these discussions, that some teachers made a clear
(Ex 12:15) or 1lVlriD (Ex
distinction between the absolute use ofi
12:18), denoting the l4th of Nisan according to this tradition, and the
fuller forrnula tiri iu Dl‘ or jz‘r :u ‘, always designating the 1 5th
ofNisan. The original biblical term tL‘Tl Dl‘ (Ex 12:15-16), is never
used in rabbinic literature, probably because of its ambiguity and the
differences in interpretation.
If we compare the three synoptic variants in Mt 26: 17a parr, only
Matthew and Luke have a formula that correctly describes the morn
ing of the l4th on Nisan: Matthew uses exact “rabbinic“ terminology
(conesponding to ]J1‘2, while avoiding the more ambiguous WT Dl‘
flw), which seems to have been already common in his time. Luke uses
a more general formula which rightly describes the day on which the

108 yPes 1,1/1 (27a), ed. Schäfer/Becker 11,1—4:122; yPes 1,4/2 (27c), Schäfer/Bek

ker 11,1—4:126.
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lambs were slaughtered. Only Mark has a formula that is imprecise in
halakhic terms and might betray a lack of knowiedge of the halakhic
discussions behind the term. Mark seems to have conflated the two dif
ferent formulas of Mt and Lk into one double formula.
b) This phenomenon of “Markan confiation“ can be observed through
out the pericope, as weil as throughout the Gospel of Mark: Mark seems
to stand between Mt and Lk, drawing from both sides in mm. This points
to the conclusion that, in these places, Mt and Lk refiect two different
versions of the same text, while both of these versions were known to
Mark. The phenomenon has been described frequently by commenta
tors and has led to the identification oftwo distinct proto-Markan sourc
es, one closer to Lk and one cioser to Mt.109
c) In Mt 26:17b, Mt and Lk share the verb irpooiÄ.0ov/j2.0Ev as a
minor agreement,110 and Mt closes with a typical Hebrew formula of
speech (Xyovt). In the following verse, the language of Mt and Lk
is more Hebraic than that of Mk, however both differ from each other.
Again, it seems that Mark conflated both versions. Mt and Lk seem to
have preserved an earlier version, however in two different forms.
d) The narrative about the sending of the two disciples and the man
with the water pitcher (Mk 14,13b—14a.15 par) differs from the rest of
the passage in several respects: lt is missing completely in Mt. lt is char
acterized by a high ftequency of hapax legomena and non-semitic word
order. lt has, especially in the Markan version, dose similarities to the
pericope ofthe entrance to Jerusalem (Mk 11:1-7). These observations,
together with general assumptions about Lukan special tradition that
can not be unfolded here, lead to the conclusion that this material was
inserted by the proto-Lukan author from a special tradition and then
taken over by Mark,1‘1 again by way of confiation.
e) The following verses (Mt 26:18b) again have a more Hebraic
character: A messenger formula (6 ötöGK&.o 7\kydt) in Mt; the term
oico&ajt6ti, not unknown in Greek literature, however much more

common in Hebrew (n2r1 i7:) in Lk; the Hebrew terminology itrnw 6
rtcyu in Mt. In Lk and Mk, the syntax is rather non-Semitic. Therefore,
the Matthean version seems to have retained the most original version
here.
f) The details in this passage fit veiy weil with the socio-cultural con
text of Jewish Passover traditions: This includes the necessity of rent
ing a room within the city, the cushions that allow eating in a reclined
position, the size of the group as weil as the use of an “upper room“
for religious purposes. These details lend historical authenticity to the
narrative.
g) The formula 6ici 6 yvo.tvr is unknown in classical Greek
literature, however it appears frequently in Mt (7x) and Mk (6x). Other
similar formulae appear in other Jewish writings of the era (John, Jo
sephus, Judith, Philo and Nikolaus of Damascus). lt therefore seems to
be a specific Jewish terminology. However, the expression has no direct
equivalent in Hebrew. In biblical Hebrew, even terms for “late“ or “ear
ly“ are lacking, and the beginning ofthe night needs to be circumscribed
with terms like ojtpci., ij.tpci, vi, nic6to or fl2to. However, in rab
binic halakhic discussions, especially in respect to the exact beginnings
of holidays, these terms lacked the necessary precision. In Mishnaic
(“before sundown“) and flL‘rnV73
Hebrew, therefore, the terms nDwrl
(“after sundown“), and other similar terms were introduced to describe
the halakhically relevant moments. Even a new verb wnrt was coined
to describe actions that took place at the time of sundown.
lt is therefore probable that the phrase 6tct 6? yvo.tvr, appearing
only in Jewish literature, refiects this new, more precise, Jewish termi
nology. In the present text, Matthew‘s description is more precise, since
the “coming“ of Jesus and his disciples (Mk) would have taken place
“before sundown“, whule the “lying down“ at the table (Mt) would have
taken place “after sundown“ (6ta & -y8votvr).
In conclusion, the pericope refiects a good knowledge of Jewish Pass
over customs and traditions. Especially Matthew uses terminology that
seems to be aware ofprecise halakhic distinctions. Generally speaking,
Matthew‘s and Luke‘s version are closer to Hebraic style than Mark.
Mark consistently follows a pattern of “confiation“ throughout the peri
cope. The passage about the man with the water pitcher seems to be a
secondary addition to the narrative, introduced by (Proto-) Luke and
taken over by Mark. Taken together, these observations support the con
clusion, drawn already by several earlier commentators, that a common
presynoptic source lies at the root of this passage. This source has prob
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109 The phenomenon of Markan confiation can not be discussed here, but see my de

tailed analysis and references to further literature in Baltes, op. cit. (n.1), 522-524; also

Longstaff, T. R. W. Evidence of Confiation in Mark? A Study in the Synoptic Problem
(SBL Dissertation Series 28), Missoula: Scholars Press/ SBL 1977; Burkett, D.: Re
thinking the Gospel Sources: From Proto-Mark to Mark, New York: T&T Ciark 2004,
124-126.
110 However, the common verb carries a different function in both contexts.
Mark then might have structured and worded the whole passage in dose parallel
with the earlier passage Mk 111-8.
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ably been transmitted in two distinct versions, a Proto-Matthean and
a Proto-Lukan version. Both have been used and confiated by Mark,
while Mt and Lk seem to have used only one of these. On a final level,
Mt and Lk might have been infiuenced by Mk in mm, but there is no
compelling evidence for that in this pericope.

these sources or even the words of Jesus himself, however all results
remained speculation at best. Other approaches have focused on the ir
refutable proofofthe existence of such sources, however to no avail.
The approach suggested here, and by several other schotars before,
focuses therefore on the synoptic comparison of extant Greek sources. lt
uses, however, retroversion into Hebrew4 as a tool to test the historical
and linguistic plausibility of assumptions about originality and depen
dencies between synoptic Gospels. The general assumption behind this
approach is that a more Hebraic language style and a more Jewish termi
nology points to the more original synoptic variant.115 Comparison with
Hebrew literamre and retroversion into a plausible Hebrew equivalent
helps to discem these factors.
In the four examples chosen here, the Gospel4of Matthew repeated
ly featured as the version that retained a more original version of the
text, both in language and in structure. Sometimes, the version of Luke
retained more originaL wording, however a tess original stmcture. The
version of Mark frequently appeared to be less original and at times
dependent 011 the versions ofMt and Lk. These observations match with
conclusions made by other scholars that have taken a similar approach,
based on Semitic languages. While four samples are not enough materi
al to make any reliable conclusions, the results ofthis study seem to call
into question traditional models ofMarkan priority and invite to further
investigate the Option of a Proto-Matthean shape of the pre-canonical
Gospel tradition.
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IV. Conclusions

Hebrew language and literature can and should be employed as a
linguistic tool by New Testament scholars in their study ofthe synoptic
problem. Linguistic, philological, archeological and historical studies
over the past century have made it sufficiently clear that Hebrew was a
living, spoken language in the Land of Israel at the time of Jesus along
side Aramaic and GreekJ2 Hebrew, as weil as Aramaic, would have
been employed naturally by Jesus in his teachings, in discourses, par
ables and other sayings. For some genres, like parables and halakhic
discourse, Hebrew would even be more probable than Aramaic. Words
of Jesus have probably been transmitted in Hebrew language in the ear
iy phase of oral transmission. lt is possible, however not verifiable, that
early written sources existed in Hebrew and/or Aramaic, however the
linguistic evidence points more strongly to the former. Early church fa
thers attest to the existence of such sources and call them “Hebrew“,
however none have survived to our knowledge.
While the question ofwritten sources might be left open,‘13 the use
of Hebrew retroversion for synoptic studies does not depend on the ac
tual existence of such sources. Earlier approaches to the Semitic back
ground of the New Testament have focused on the reconstmction of
-

-

112 folker Siegert, in bis review of my work (ThRv 108/2012, 38 1-382) dismisses

this fact by simply recurring to the earlier works of Dalman and the non-negotiable
resuits of earlier Synoptic scholarship. However, this in itseif can not be a sufficient
argument in view ofmore than hundred years ofprogress in archeological and linguistic
research and the overwhelming number of new literary and epigraphical evidence dis
covered since the time ofDalman.
113 Jacob Thiessen, while generally agreeing with my citique oftraditional synoptic
hypotheses in bis review (JETh 26/2012, 261-263), has rightiy commented that synoptic
studies should not focus exclusively on ptocesses of „literary dependency“, but also
take in account more complex processes of oral tradition and autopsy. Other reviewers
have criticized my work because retroversion can never proof the existence of written
Semitic sources. Cf. Zwiep, A. (Sotcria 29/2012, 89-90), Foster, P. (Expl 123/2012,
507). However, 1 totaiiy agree with this assessment and have repeatediy stated that in
my work.
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114 Jan Joosten (RHFhR 92/2012, 523-524), whiie generafly agreeing that this ap
proach might bear fruit for future synoptic research. and also agreeing that Hebrew, not
oniy Aramaic language shouid be considered as a background for Gospel Studies, has
dismissed my Hebtew retroversions as Iinguisticaily inadequate. This is a weakness 1
readiiy admit. New Testament Scholars who foliow the approach suggested here will
necessarily need a dose coliaboration with weiI-versed Semitists, as weil as the help of
Judaic scholars for a task that they alone can never sufficiently accomplish. Exactly this
is the kind ofcollaboration 1 am suggesting here. Joosten also criticizes the „unfortunate
mixture ofBiblical and Mishnaic Hebrew“ in the retroversions. However, this mixture
has been a deliberate choice, even if the realization might be defective: Linguistic fea
tures ofthe Greek texts point to the conclusion that, ifSemitic sources were indeed used,
they were characterized by a more Biblical Hebretv styte in the narrative parts, while
using proto-Mishnaic Hebrew in discourses, parables and direct speech. Cf. already
Lowe, M. / flusser, D., op. dt. (n. 79), 42.
115 Obviously, the opposite is possible as weil. Cfthe reviews oflhiessen, J. (JETh
26/20 12, 261-263) and Ochs, C. (ThLZ 138/2013, 565-568). However, it should not be
the primary assumption in Synoptic studies.
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ably been transmitted in two distinct versions, a Proto-Matthean and
a Proto-Lukan version. Both have been used and confiated by Mark,
while Mt and Lk seem to have used only one of these. On a final level,
Mt and Lk might have been infiuenced by Mk in mm, but there is no
compelling evidence for that in this pericope.

these sources or even the words of Jesus himself, however all results
remained speculation at best. Other approaches have focused on the ir
refutable proofofthe existence of such sources, however to no avail.
The approach suggested here, and by several other schotars before,
focuses therefore on the synoptic comparison of extant Greek sources. lt
uses, however, retroversion into Hebrew4 as a tool to test the historical
and linguistic plausibility of assumptions about originality and depen
dencies between synoptic Gospels. The general assumption behind this
approach is that a more Hebraic language style and a more Jewish termi
nology points to the more original synoptic variant.115 Comparison with
Hebrew literamre and retroversion into a plausible Hebrew equivalent
helps to discem these factors.
In the four examples chosen here, the Gospel4of Matthew repeated
ly featured as the version that retained a more original version of the
text, both in language and in structure. Sometimes, the version of Luke
retained more originaL wording, however a tess original stmcture. The
version of Mark frequently appeared to be less original and at times
dependent 011 the versions ofMt and Lk. These observations match with
conclusions made by other scholars that have taken a similar approach,
based on Semitic languages. While four samples are not enough materi
al to make any reliable conclusions, the results ofthis study seem to call
into question traditional models ofMarkan priority and invite to further
investigate the Option of a Proto-Matthean shape of the pre-canonical
Gospel tradition.
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IV. Conclusions

Hebrew language and literature can and should be employed as a
linguistic tool by New Testament scholars in their study ofthe synoptic
problem. Linguistic, philological, archeological and historical studies
over the past century have made it sufficiently clear that Hebrew was a
living, spoken language in the Land of Israel at the time of Jesus along
side Aramaic and GreekJ2 Hebrew, as weil as Aramaic, would have
been employed naturally by Jesus in his teachings, in discourses, par
ables and other sayings. For some genres, like parables and halakhic
discourse, Hebrew would even be more probable than Aramaic. Words
of Jesus have probably been transmitted in Hebrew language in the ear
iy phase of oral transmission. lt is possible, however not verifiable, that
early written sources existed in Hebrew and/or Aramaic, however the
linguistic evidence points more strongly to the former. Early church fa
thers attest to the existence of such sources and call them “Hebrew“,
however none have survived to our knowledge.
While the question ofwritten sources might be left open,‘13 the use
of Hebrew retroversion for synoptic studies does not depend on the ac
tual existence of such sources. Earlier approaches to the Semitic back
ground of the New Testament have focused on the reconstmction of
-

-

112 folker Siegert, in bis review of my work (ThRv 108/2012, 38 1-382) dismisses

this fact by simply recurring to the earlier works of Dalman and the non-negotiable
resuits of earlier Synoptic scholarship. However, this in itseif can not be a sufficient
argument in view ofmore than hundred years ofprogress in archeological and linguistic
research and the overwhelming number of new literary and epigraphical evidence dis
covered since the time ofDalman.
113 Jacob Thiessen, while generally agreeing with my citique oftraditional synoptic
hypotheses in bis review (JETh 26/2012, 261-263), has rightiy commented that synoptic
studies should not focus exclusively on ptocesses of „literary dependency“, but also
take in account more complex processes of oral tradition and autopsy. Other reviewers
have criticized my work because retroversion can never proof the existence of written
Semitic sources. Cf. Zwiep, A. (Sotcria 29/2012, 89-90), Foster, P. (Expl 123/2012,
507). However, 1 totaiiy agree with this assessment and have repeatediy stated that in
my work.
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114 Jan Joosten (RHFhR 92/2012, 523-524), whiie generafly agreeing that this ap
proach might bear fruit for future synoptic research. and also agreeing that Hebrew, not
oniy Aramaic language shouid be considered as a background for Gospel Studies, has
dismissed my Hebtew retroversions as Iinguisticaily inadequate. This is a weakness 1
readiiy admit. New Testament Scholars who foliow the approach suggested here will
necessarily need a dose coliaboration with weiI-versed Semitists, as weil as the help of
Judaic scholars for a task that they alone can never sufficiently accomplish. Exactly this
is the kind ofcollaboration 1 am suggesting here. Joosten also criticizes the „unfortunate
mixture ofBiblical and Mishnaic Hebrew“ in the retroversions. However, this mixture
has been a deliberate choice, even if the realization might be defective: Linguistic fea
tures ofthe Greek texts point to the conclusion that, ifSemitic sources were indeed used,
they were characterized by a more Biblical Hebretv styte in the narrative parts, while
using proto-Mishnaic Hebrew in discourses, parables and direct speech. Cf. already
Lowe, M. / flusser, D., op. dt. (n. 79), 42.
115 Obviously, the opposite is possible as weil. Cfthe reviews oflhiessen, J. (JETh
26/20 12, 261-263) and Ochs, C. (ThLZ 138/2013, 565-568). However, it should not be
the primary assumption in Synoptic studies.
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However, such conclusions about models of synoptic dependencies
are not the main focus of this study. The focus is on the approach as
such. And even if other scholars, following this approach, will arrive at
different conclusions in respect to models ofsynoptic dependencies, the
approach itseif will still remain valid. And it hopefully will heip to deep
en our insights into the synoptic question, broaden our discussion and
widen our understanding for the Jewish context of the Gospel tradition.

weryfikacji historycznego i lingwistycznego prawdopodobiefistwa zalo2ett do
tycz4cych oiygina1noci Ewangelii synoptycznych i zaleznoci rnidzy nimi.
U r6del takiego ujmowania 1ey generalne zalozenie, ze bardziej hebrajski
styl i bardziej ydowska terminologia wskazuj na bardziej orygina!ny wariant
synoptyczny. Por6wnanie z 1iteratur hebrajsk i retrowersja na wiarygodny
hebrajski ekwiwa!ent pomaga wyr6ni te elementy.
W zbadanych w artykule czterech fragmentach ewangelii, to Ewangelia w.
Mateusza zachowala b1i2sz oryginahi wersj tekstu, zaröwno pod wzgldem
jzyka, jak i struktury. Oczywicie czteiy przyklady, tj. Mt 3,16 ; 12, 22-32
1$, 21-35 i 26,17-20, nie stanowi wystarczajcego materialu dla uzyskania
niezawodnych konk1uzji,jednake zdaj si one kwestionowa tradycyjny mo
de! prioiytetu Ewangelii w. Marka i zachcaj do daiszych badati nad mo
1iwoci odtworzenia proto-Mateuszowego ksztaltu preLkanonicznej tradycji
Ewange!ii.
Jednak to nie mode!e synoptycznych zalenoci s sednem tych rozwazaii.
Jest nim zaproponowane podejcie jako takie. By moze inni uczeni dojd do
odmiennych wniosk6w w kwestii modeli zalenoci synoptycznych. Niemniej,
niniejsze podejcie pozostanie w mocy.
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PODEJCIA HEBRÄJSKOJ1ZYCZNE DO EWANGELII
1 ICH WKLAD DO STUDIÖW SYNOPTYCZNYCH
Jzyk i literatura hebrajska mog i powinny by uzywane przez badaczy
Nowego Testamenffljako narzdzie jzykoznawcze w studiach nad problemem
synoptycznym. Badania jzykoznawcze, filologiczne, archeologiczne i histo
ryczne w ostatnim stuleciu przekonujqco ukazaly, ze w czasach Jezusa hebraj
ski byl ywym, möwionym jzykiem kraju Izraela röwnolegle z aramejskim
i grek. Hebrajski, podobnie jak aramejski, byl przez Jezusa uywany natura!nie wjego nauczaniu, przemowach, przypowieciach i innych wypowiedziach.
W pewnych gatunkach literackich, takich jak przypowieci i wypowiedzi ha
lachiczne, hebrajski byl nawet bardziej prawdopodobny ni aramejski. Mona
przyj, e slowa Jezusa byly przekazywane p0 hebrajsku we wczesnej fazie
slownego przekazu. Jest moliwe, cho6 to nie do sprawdzenia, ze wczesne r6dla pisane istnialy w hebrajskim i/lub aramejskim, jednake dowodyjzykowe
mocniej wskazuj na hebrajski. Wczeni Ojcowie Kociola powiadczaj ist
nienie takich r6del i zwje „hebrajskimi“, jednak, o ile wiadomo, adne z nich
nie zachowalo si.
Podczas gdy kwestia r6del pisanych moglaby pozostawa otwart, uzy
cie hebrajskich retrowersji dla studiöw synoptycznych nie jest uzaleznione od
faktycznego istnienia takich rödel. Wczeniejsze podejcia do semickiego tla
Nowego Testamentu koncentrowaly si na rekonstrukcji tych r6del lub nawet
sl6w samego Jezusa, jednake wszelkie ich wyniki pozostawaly w najlepszym
razie speku1acj. Inne badania ogniskowaly si na nieodpartych dowodach ist
nienia takich r6del, jednake bez powodzenia.
Tote podejcie proponowane tutaj, a takte uprzednio przez innych uczo
nych, koncentruje si na synoptycznym poröwnaniu zachowanych r6del w
jzyku greckim. ]ednake uzywa ono retrowersji na hebrajski jako narzdzia

[Wg konk!uzji autora strecil Z.J.K.)
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